1756

4 Jan.
1273 HENRIK BUSCH, senior, resid. in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., brewer, and CATHARINA RYKMAN, widow, resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

14 Feb.
1274 ISAAC DAVIDS, j. m., and ELISABETH KROM, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

18 Feb.
1275 PETRUS ELTING, j. m., and ELISABETH de PUE, j. d., both resid. in Rochester. Banns published, but dates not given.

8 March
1276 HENRY HERP, and LIDIA WOOD, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 April
1277 JACOB RUTSE de WIT, born and resid. in Nebonach [Napanock]; and JENNEKE de PUCE, j. d., born and resid. in Rochester. Banns published, but dates not given.

20 April
1278 LUCAS LANGENDYK, j. m., and CHRISTINA WULFIN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 May
1279 JACOBUS VAN DER LEIN, j. m., born in Albanie [Albany], and resid. in Kingston, and MARGRIETJE VAN BUREN, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

29 May
1280 MATHEUS SAMANS, j. m., born at the N. Jorkse Eiland [New York Island], and resid. in Schawegonk [Shawangunk], and RACHEL OSTRANDER, j. d., born and resid. in Horli [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

30 June
1281 JOHAN PETER ZUGRAFT, j. m., born in Hoogduitschland [Germany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley], and SARÁ ROSA, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli. Banns published, but dates not given.

13 Aug.
1282 BENJAMIN MEIER, j. m., and LEA OSTERHOUFT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

10 Sept.
1283 HENRICUS PLOEG, j. m., born in Kingston, and resid. in Mormel [Marbletown], and APOLONIE SLUITER, j. d., born and resid. in Mormel. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 Oct.
1284 SALOMON SCHUT, j. m., and SARA DIEDERICH, j. d., both resid. in the Co. of Albanie [Albany]. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 Oct.
1285 JOHANNES DIEDERICH, j. m., and ANNAATJE DE WIT, j. d., both also resid. under the Jurisdiction of Albanie [Albany]. Banns published, but dates not given.

19 Nov.
1286 ABRAHAM KONTEIN, j. m., and ELISABETH DELAMETER, both parties born and resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

1 See note 4, page 535.
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20 Nov.
1287 JOHANNES DIJO, j. m., born and also resid. in the Pals [New Paltz], and SARA VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale].* Banms published, but dates not given.

21 Nov.
1288 COENRAD GERRETSE ELMENDORF, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and JACOBA HARDENBERG, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 Nov.
1289 HENRICUS HENDRIKSE, j. m., resid. in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and ANNAATJE MERKEL, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

10 Dec.
1290 CORNELIS BOGERT, j. m., and MAIKE ELTING, j. d., both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

11 Dec.
1291 PETRUS ROSA, j. m., and RACHEL CRISPHEL, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Horli [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

27 Dec.
1292 LAURENTS WINNE, j. m., and CATHARINA BAKKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Dec.
1293 NI[C]OLAAS* VAN DER LEIN, j. m., and SARA PIK, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

31 Dec.
1294 JAN TERWILGER, j. m., born in Schawegonk [Shawangunk], and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz], and MARIA VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale].* Banms published, but dates not given.

1757

9 Jan.
1295 PIETER HODLER, j. m., born in Hoogduischland [Germany], and resid. in Kingston, and MARIA FREER, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 Jan.
1296 NATHANIEL CANTEIN, widower, resid. in Mormel [Marbletown], and SARA RUTSEN, j. d., resid. in Horli [Hurley]. Married on the presentation of a license.

24 Jan.
1297 SIMON ALSDORF, j. m., and MARIA TEERPENNING, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz]. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 March
1298 BOUDEWYN TEERPENNING, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. near the Hogeland [Highland], and ELISABETH TEERPENNING, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 1, page 525.
* The letter C is omitted in the original record.
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22 March

1299 PHILIPPUS DUBOIS, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Palz], and ANNE HUE, j. d., born at the Wale Kil [Walkill], and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 March

1300 ABRAHAM MASTE, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and ANNAATJE SCHOOKMAKER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

2 May

1301 GEORGE SPARKS, j. m., born at the Hogeland [Highland], and CATHARINA TERWILGEN, j. d., both resid. in Schawegonk [Shawangunk]. Banms published, but dates not given.

2 May

1302 JOHANNES TERWILGE, junior, j. m., and HELENA OSTRANDER, j. d., both resid. in Schawegonk [Shawangunk]. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 May

1303 GYSBERT DE WIT, and THEISJEN DEKKER, j. d. Banms published, withou objection, in the church at the Gaasban [Kaatsbaan].

11 May

1304 LODWYK HOORNBEK, widower, and NAOMY CODEBEK, j. d., both resid in Rochester. Married on the presentation of a license.

29 May

1305 JAMES ELTING, j. m., and MARRETTJE VAN STEENBERGEN, j. d., both partie born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

18 June

1306 GERHARDUS QUIK, j. m., born and resid. in Rochester, and CATHARIN SchMIDT, j. d., born and resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

18 June

1307 GERRET DEFFENPOORT, widower, and MARIA BOS, j. d., resid. in Morme [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

2 July

1308 NICOLAAS KETER, j. m., and MARIA NOTTINGHAM, j. d., both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 July

1309 THOMAS SEGER, widower of SEINTJE WIENER, born and resid. in Albanie [Albany], and JUDIK HOGELAND, j. d., born in Amsterdam, and resid. in Rosental [Rosedale]. Banms published, but dates not given.

17 July

1310 CORNELIS BEEKMAN, j. m., and CATHARINA SCHOOKMAKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. "in and under the jurisdiction of" Kingston. Banms published but dates not given.

19 Aug.

1311 WILLEM FRÖLICH, widower, and TANNEKE WEST, widow of JOHN WEST, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 Oct.

1312 HENRICUS WULFIN, j. m., and GRIETJE BURHANS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1 See note 3, page 577.
* See note 1, page 573.
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15 Oct.
1313 PETRUS van LEEUWEN, j. m., born at Raritans, and resid. in Mormel [Marbletown], and REGINA VELTEN, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 Oct.
1314 EDWARD SCHOONMAKER, j. m., and CORNELIA WYNKOOP, j. d., both parties born and resid. "in and under the jurisdiction of" Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 Oct.
1315 JOHANNES van VLIET, widower of CORNELIA SWART, born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and SELETJE SCHNEIDER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 Oct.
1316 THOMAS GEERNER, j. m., and MARGRIETA STOOKS, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

15 Nov.
1317 JOHANNES SCHOONMAKER, j. m., and CATHARINA du BOIS, j. d., both parties born and resid. at the Sagerije [Saugerties]. Banms published, but dates not given.

17 Nov.
1318 SAMSON DAVIDS, j. m., and JOHANNA WULFIN, both resid. at the Sagerije [Saugerties]. Banms published, but dates not given.

17 Nov.
1319 JAN WELS, j. m., born in Kingston, and resid. at the Sagerije [Saugerties], and CATHARINA van STEENBERGEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 Nov.
1320 MICHAEL ANDERLI, j. m., born in Hoogduitschland [Germany], and MARGRETHA BURGER, j. d., born at Kats Kil [Catskill], and both resid. in Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

17 Dec.
1321 ABRAHAM SWART, j. m., and ALIDA van STEENBERGEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. "in and under the jurisdiction of" Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

17 Dec.
1322 ANDRIES de WIT, j. m., and RACHEL du BOIS, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

1758

4 Feb.
1323 GIDEON OSTRANDER, j. m., born in Horli [Hurley], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and HELENA BURHANS, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

16 Feb.
1324 JAN van VLIET, j. m., born in Rochester, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARA HOOGTEELING, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 1, page 561.
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26 Feb.
1325 JOHANNES CROOS, j. m., born in Hoogduitschland [Germany], and MAREITJE BEEM, widow of JACOB TEERPENNING, born in Kingston, and both resid. in Ulster Co. Banns published, but dates not given. Married in Schawegonk [Shawangunk].

26 Feb.
1326 JOHANNES COOL, junior, j. m., born in Horli [Hurley], and SARA TERWILGEN, j. d., born and resid. in Schawegonk [Shawangunk]. Banns published, but dates not given. Married in Schawegonk.

19 March
1327 THEUNIS COOL, j. m., born and resid. in Horli [Hurley], and JANNETJE DELAMETER, j. d., born in Kingston, and resid. in Horli [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 April
1328 EPHRAIM LOUW, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and MARIA ROSA, j. d., born and resid. in Horli [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

22 April
1329 ABRAHAM ELMENDORPH, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and ARRIANTJE CRISPEL, j. d., born and resid. in Horli [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

6 May
1330 PETRUS BURHANS, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and DEBORA OSTRANDER, widow of FREDERIK FORT, born in Horli [Hurley], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

13 May
1331 JAN DE WIT, j. m., and MARIA DE WIT, widow of FREDERIK WENNE, resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

16 May
1332 ABRAHAM ROSEKRANS, j. m., Preacher of God's Word in the Co., of Albanie [Albany], and MARY HERCHHEIMER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Albanie. Married on the presentation of a license.

16 Aug.
1333 ABRAHAM POST, widower, and ANNEKE SCHOONMAKER, j. d., both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

16 Sept.
1334 JOHANNES SLEGT, widower, brewer, and GERRETJE VAN BUNSCHOTEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

19 Sept.
1335 JEREMIA SCHNEIDER, j. m., born and resid. at the Kerkeland [Churchland], and CATHARINA HAALY, j. d. Banns published, but dates not given.

3 Oct.
1336 JACOB HEERMANSE, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and MARRETTJE WIT- TAKER, j. d., born in Mormel [Marbletown], and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

21 Oct.
1337 HENRICUS TEERPENNING, j. m., and ANNEKE VAN AAKEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

* See note 1, page 545.
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10 Nov.

1338 JOHANNES SCHMIDT, j. m., and ELISABETH VAN WAGENEN, j. d., both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 Nov.

1339 AARD MASTE, widower of MARRETTJE VAN VLIET, born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and ELISABETH SCHRAM, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

16 Dec.

1340 CORNELIS TIMOTH. LOUW, j. m., born and resid. in Horli [Hurley], and ELISABETH SCHOOONMAKER, j. d., born and resid. in Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

1759

20 Jan.

1341 JOHAN HENRIK WESENMULLER, j. m., and MARIA REWINThAUSEN, j. d., both born in Hoogduitschland [Germany], and both resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz]. Banms published, but dates not given.

4 Feb.

1342 EVERT WYNKOOP SWART, j. m., and MARIA PERSEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

10 Feb.

1343 HENRIK SCHMIDT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rosendal [Rosendale], and SARA VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale]. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 March

1344 DANIEL TER BOS, j. m., ship-captain, and CORNELIA RYKMAN, j. d., both resid. at the Vis Kil [Fishkill], in Dutches [Dutchess] Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

31 March

1345 RUDOLPH LITS, j. m., born in Kinderhook [Kinderhook], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley], and SARA SLUITER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 April

1346 JAN POST, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and GRIETJTE BAKKER, j. d., born and resid. at the Kerkenland [Churchland], under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

27 May

1347 JAMES OSTERHOUT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARGRIETJE DEFFENPOORT, born in, and resid. under the jurisdiction of, Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

4 July

1348 CORNELIUS SCHOOONMAKER, widower, and ARRIANTJE TERWILGEN, j. d., both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

12 July

1349 JOSEPH DEKKER, j. m., and RACHEL SMEDES, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Schawegonk [Shawangunk]. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 1, page 525.

† See note 1, page 545.
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11 Aug.
1350 GERRETT BROADHEAD, j. m., and JANE DAVIS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a license.

18 Aug.
1351 SALOMON LOUW, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Palz], and JUDIKJE VAN VLIET, j. d., born in Rochester, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 Oct.
1352 BENJAMIN KORTREGT, j. m., and ARRIAANTJE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Rochester. Banns published, but dates not given.

5 Oct.
1353 JOHANNES BLANSCHAN, j. m., born and also resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley], and RACHEL TERWILGE, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Palz]. Banns published, but dates not given.

1 Nov.
1354 ABRAHAM LOUW, j. m., Esq., and ARRINTJE KIERSTEDDE, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

17 Nov.
1355 COENRAD ELMENDORF, j. m., Doctor of Medicine, and CATHARINA HARDENBERG, j. d., both resid. in the Co. of Ulster. Married on the presentation of a license.

18 Nov.
1356 BENJAMIN ROSA, j. m., and JANETJE NIEUWKERK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

23 Nov.
1357 BENJAMIN LOUW, j. m., and MAREITJE BOGARDUS, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

26 Nov.
1358 ABRAHAM ELTING, j. m., and DINA DUBOIS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Palz]. Banns published, but dates not given.

28 Nov.
1359 PETRUS EDMUNDUS OSTERHOUT, j. m., born in Rochester, and GEERTJE ROSEKRANS, born at Menissink [Minisink], and both resid. in Rochester. Banns published, but dates not given.

1 Dec.
1360 EGBERT ROSA, j. m., and HELENA OSTRANDER, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Horli [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

6 Dec.
1361 PETRUS ALLER, j. m., born in Hoogduitschland [Germany], and resid. at the Wale Kil [Walkill], and MARGRETHA KEISER, widow of EDUARD KEISER, resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

16 Dec.
1362 WILLIAM ELSWORTH, widower, and CATHARINA BEEKMAN, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

25 Dec.
1363 ADAM STECK, j. m., and ANNAATJE HEIN, j. d., both resid. in Schawagonk [Shawangunk]. Banns published, but dates not given.

1760

2 Jan.

1364 PETRUS LEFEVER, j. m., born and resid. in the Pals [New Paltz], and ELISABETH VERNIOI, j. d., born and resid. in Wawasink [Wawarsing]. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 Feb.

1365 JOHANNES ALBRECHT, born in Switzerland [Switzerland], and MALY BENDER, born at the Lang Eiland [Long Island], and both resid. in the Co. of Albanie [Albany]. Married at the Sagertje [Saugerties]. Banms published, but dates not given.

5 March

1366 RULOF JOSIAAS ELTING, j. m., and MARIA LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. in the Pals [New Paltz]. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 March

1367 EGBERT DUMOND, j. m., ship-captain, and MARGARITJE ELMENDORPH, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

29 March

1368 JOHANNES FREER, j. m., junior, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz], and SARA BEVER, j. d. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 April

1369 HENRIK SCHUT, j. m., born in Anckrom [Ancram, Columbia Co.], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Albanie [Albany], and SARA JUMANS, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 April

1370 MATHEUS DUBOIS, j. m., and CATHARINA HOOF, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

22 May

1371 JOHN DUMOND, j. m., merchant, and GEERTRUY TEN BROEK, j. d., both parties resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

12 June

1372 JACOBUS VAN ETten, j. m., born and resid. in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and ELISA- BETH OSTERHOUT, j. d., born and resid. in Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 June

1373 JOHN KETER, j. m., and MARIA KETER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

15 June

1374 PETRUS VAN WAGENEN, j. m., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale], and SARA LOUW, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz]. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 June

1375 HIERONYMUS BURGER, j.m., born under the jurisdiction of Albanie [Albany], and resid. in Rochester, and HELENA SLUITER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

15 Aug.

1376 JACOBUS ELLEN, j. m., born in Reinbeck [Rhinebeck], and ELISABETH PLOEG, j. d., born in Kingston, and both resid. in Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 1, page 525.
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16 Aug.
1377 SAMUEL LEG, j. m., born and resid. in Brabant [Brabant], and SARA DUBOIS, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in Brabant. Banms published, but dates not given.

5 Oct.
1378 ISAAC DUBOIS, widower, and JANNETJE ROSA, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley. Married on the presentation of a license.

19 Oct.
1379 JOHN ELLISON, j. m., merchant, and CATHARINA JANSE, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

26 Oct.
1380 THOMAS JANSE, j. m., and ELSJE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

29 Oct.
1381 BENJAMIN BEVIER, j. m., and ELISABETH VAN KEUREN, j. d., both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

8 Nov.
1382 DANIEL JORK, j. m., born in the Pals [New Paltz], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley, and MARIA VAN AAKEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 Nov.
1383 PETRUS CANTEIN, j. m., born and resid. in Mormel [Marbletown], and MAGDALENA FEVER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley. Banms published, but dates not given.

28 Nov.
1384 ANTONIE DUMONT, j. m., and ELISABETH VAN ETEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

5 Dec.
1385 SAMSON DAVIDS, widower, and MARGRIET PLOEG, widow of PETRUS GREINSE OSTERHOUT. Banms published, but dates not given.

5 Dec.
1386 ROBERT KEMERON, j. m., and DINA VAN LEUWEN, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 Dec.
1387 HENRY JANSE, j. m., and HELENA SLEGT, j. d., both parties resid. “in and under the jurisdiction of” Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

13 Dec.
1388 DERIK WYNKOOP, junior, merchant, and SARA SMEDES, j. d., both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

19 Dec.
1389 PIETER SCHOONMAKER, j. m., and JANE WESTBROEK, widow, both resid. in Rochester. Married on the presentation of a license.

20 Dec.
1390 PHILIPPUS SWART, j. m., and MARIA SALAMIA VAN STEENBERGEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. “in and under the jurisdiction of” Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 3, page 513.
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8 Jan.
1391 CHARLES BROADHEAD, j. m., and MARY OLIVER, j. d., both resid. in Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a license.

29 Jan.
1392 JOHANNES WULFIN, j. m., and GRIETJE SCHNEIDER, widow of PIETER HOMMEL, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

31 Jan.
1393 HERMANUS DUMOND, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and JENNEKE BRINK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 Feb.
1394 GEORGE LASSING, j. m., and LEA DUBOIS, born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and both resid. in Brabant [Brabant]. Banms published, but dates not given.

4 April
1395 JAN DE GRAAF, j. m., born in, and resid. under the jurisdiction of, Kingston, and ANNAATJE SCHMIDT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horli [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

17 April
1396 PETER BREEDSTED, j. m., merchant, and SARA MYNDESON, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

8 May
1397 BARTHOLOMEUS ANTONIE, j. m., and CATHARINA PIK, j. d., both resid. at the Sagerije [Saugerties]. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 May
1398 CHRISTOPHER TAPPEN, j. m., and ANNAATJE WYNKOOP, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

16 June
1399 THIEL ROKKEFELLER, junior, j. m., and ANNA MARIA MAUL, j. d., both resid. in the Camp, under the jurisdiction of Albanie [Albany]. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 June
1400 MARTINUS POST, j. m., and GEERTRUY SCHOONMAKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

10 July
1401 ABRAHAM HELM, j. m., and CATHARINA SMEDES, widow of CHARLES HARENBERG, both resid. in Ulster Co. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 July
1402 JOHANNES DE GRAAF, widower of MAGDALENA PEESHARN, and MAREITJE WÜST, widow of PIETER EKKERT, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

11 Aug.
1403 JOHAN JOOST COONS, j. m., born in Hoogduitschland [Germany], and CATHARINA WOEESTER, j. d., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 3, page 556.
1761 (Continued)

5 Sept.
1404 WILLIAM NOTTINGHAM, widower, and ELISABETH DE WIT, j. d., both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

6 Sept.
1405 EDWARD SCHOONMAKER, widower, and LYDIA SCHEPMOES, j. d., both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

19 Sept.
1406 JAMES WITTAKER, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in Brabant [Brabant], and ELISABETH VAN STEENBERGEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

24 Sept.
1407 JOHN LEG, widower of BELTJE COOL, and GEERTRUY MAKLIEN, widow of CHRISTIE DAVIDS, both parties born and resid. in Ulster Co. Banms published, but dates not given.

23 Oct.
1408 EDWARD SCHOONMAKER, j. m., and PALLI MEKIEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

24 Oct.
1409 ARTHUR ARRISON, j. m., and MAREITJE BROADHEAD, widow, both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a license.

30 Oct.
1410 JACOB GEMAAR, j. m., born and resid. in Menissink [Minisink], and ALIDA DEKKER, j. d., born in Menissink, and resid. in Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Oct.
1411 ANTONIE FREER, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and JANNOTJE LOUW, j. d., born and resid. in Nieuw Pals [New Paltz]. Banms published, but dates not given.

1 Nov.
1412 PIETER MULLER, j. m., and MARGRIET SCHERCHERIN, j. d., both parties born in Hoogduitschland [Germany], and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

8 Nov.
1413 DAVID EKKERT, widower of EVA FROELICH, born under the jurisdiction of Albannie [Albany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MAREITJE PLOEG, widow of NEHEMIA DUBOIS, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

13 Nov.
1414 JAN C. PERSEN, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ELISABETH SCHERP, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Albannie [Albany], and both resid. there. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 Nov.
1415 JAMES HAMILTON, j. m., and MARIA SCHOONMAKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

26 Nov.
1416 JAN SCHOONMAKER, j. m., born and resid. at the Saggerije [Saugerties], and AALTJE BURHANS, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 Dec.
1417 CHARLES ADAMS, j. m., born in London, and CATHARINA KEISER, j. d., born in Mormel [Marbletown], and both resid. there. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 3, page 513.  

See note 3, page 516.
1761 (Continued)

21 Dec.

1418 ANDRIES THIEL, j. m., and MARIA WALDER, widow of JOHANNES RYSER, both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

28 Dec.

1419 VALENTIN SCHRAM, j. m., and GEERTJE MERKEL, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

31 Dec.

1420 FELTE SCHMIDT, farmer, widower, and SUSANNA SCHOONMAKER, widow, both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

1762

3 Jan.

1421 CORNELIUS ELMENDORPH, junior, j. m., and MARGARET WITTEKER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

27 Jan.

1422 MATHEUS DUBOIS, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and TREINTJE DUBOIS, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz]. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 Feb.

1423 DANIEL WOOD, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester, and GRIETJE TORMER, j. d., resid. at Besjes land. Banns published, but dates not given.

20 Feb.

1424 JOHN BROADHEAD, j. m., and MARY DAVIDS, j. d., both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

11 March

1425 WILLIAM LEG, widower, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARA WULFIN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Albanie [Albany]. Banns published, but dates not given.

28 May

1426 CORNELIS WYNKOOP, j. m., and LEA DUBOIS, j. d., both resid. in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

3 June

1427 THOMAS BEXTER, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Albanie [Albany], and MARIA FALK, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

11 June

1428 HENRICUS POST, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Albanie [Albany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARGRIET LEG, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

29 Aug.

1429 GERRET DEFFENPOORT, widower, and MARGRIET HOFMAN, j. d., both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

Marriages (3) by Domine Eggo Tonkens Van Hovenbergh, of Rhinebeck Flats.¹

9 Oct.

1430 PETRUS OOSTERHOUT, and MARRETJE BRINK. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

¹ See note 2, page 580
1762 (Continued)

9 Oct.
1431 JOHANNES GARVY, and MARRETJE DU-BOIS. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

10 Oct.
1432 JOHANNES M. SCHNYDER, and MARRETJE OOSTERHOUT. Date of Banns not given.

It is not known who performed or recorded the following Marriages (6).

1433 SALOMON DU BOIS, and ARIAENTJE DU BOIS. Married on the presentation of a license.

1434 WILLIAM THOMPSON, and TJATJE DU BOIS. Married on the presentation of a license.

6 Nov.
1435 JACOBUS SWART, and NELLIE WHITTLIKER. Date of Banns not given.

12 Nov.
1436 BENJAMIN ELMENDORPH, and BLINDINA VAN KEUREN. Date of Banns not given.

13 Nov.
1437 SAMUEL SWART, and EGHJE ROSA. Married on the presentation of a license.

13 Nov.
1438 JOHANNIS MASTEN, junior, and MARIA PLOEGH. Banns published, but dates not given.

1763

Marriages (2) by Domine Cornelius Blaauw (Blaw), of Pompton, N. J., etc.

6 May
1439 LAURENS HENDRICK, j. m., and ELISABETH PLOEG, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Banns published, but dates not given.

7 May
1440 TYERCK LOUW, j. m., and ANNAATJE WOLVIN, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a certificate from the Sagertje [Saugerties].

Marriage by Domine Eilardus Westerlo, of Albany.

30 May
1441 JACOB BURHANS, j. m., and ELISABETH WITRAKER, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

Marriages and Banns (50) by Domine Hermannus Meyer, of Kingston.

5 Nov.
1442 DAVID D. DE LAMETTER, j. m., and SARAH HOFFMAN, j. d., both of Kingston, in Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

8 Nov.
1443 COENRAAD WIESET, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and MARIA VAN AKEN, j. d., born near Hursies Hil, under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and both resid. there. Banns published, but dates not given.

See note 3, page 347.

Hussey's Hill, in present town of Esopus, Ulster Co., N. Y.
1763 (Continued)

9 Nov.
1444 CHRISTIAAN MEYER, j. m., and ANNATJE WYNKOOP, j. d., both of the Sagertje [Saugerties]. Banns published, but dates not given.

18 Nov.

8 Dec.
1446 MINNE FISHER, j. m., from Nieuw [New] Jersey, and ELISABETH LOUW, widow, of Ulster Co. Married in Rochester, on the presentation of a license.

10 Dec.
1447 PETRUS BRINK, j. m., of Hurley, and CATHARINA DUMONT, j. d., of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

16 Dec.
1448 TOBYAS VAN BUUREN, j. m., and SARAH DU BOYS, j. d., both of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

17 Dec.
1449 TOBIAS VAN STEENBERG, j. m., and NEELTJE CRISPEL, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

24 Dec.
1450 JAN HAASBROEK, j. m., from under the jurisdiction of Nieuw [New] Paltz, and RACHEL VAN WAGENEN, j. d., from Wagendal [Wagondale].* Banns published, but dates not given.

1764

7 Jan.
1451 JACOBUS PEARSON, widower, and MARGARIET BARRAWAY, widow, both of Ulster Co. Married at the Sagertje [Saugerties], on the presentation of a license.

15 Jan.
1452 HENRY SLEGHT, junior, j. m., and MARY DE LAMETTER, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

15 Jan.
1453 PHILIP HOOGTELING, j. m., and JANETJE ELTINGE, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

28 Jan.
1454 DAVID AGHTMOEDIE, j. m., of Dutches [Dutchess] Co. and MARIA DE GRAAF, j. d., from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

14 April
1455 JAMES WITTAKER, j. m., born in Brabant [Bрабант]*, and JANETJE HOF, j. d., born at the Sagertje [Saugerties]. Banns published, but dates not given.

10 June
1456 ANDRES SCHÜRGER, j. m., born in Hoog-Duitsland [Germany], and LENA TAK, j. d., of Schawangkong [Shawangunk]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

7 Oct.
1457 JACOB TURK, widower, and HELENA LOW, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

* See note 1, page 525.
* See note 3, page 513.
JAN LAMETTER, j. m., and CATHARINA VAN VLIET, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Bancks published, but dates not given.

PETRUS VAN AAKEN, j. m., and GRIETJE BEEMAN, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Bancks published, but dates not given.

ISAAC ROSA, j. m., and CATHARINA DE LAMETTER, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Bancks published, but dates not given.

THEOPHILUS ELSWARD, j. m., and MARIA WIEST, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingstown. Bancks published, but dates not given.

ABRAHAM HEERMANSSEN, j. m., of Dutchess [Dutchess] Co., and CATHARINA DU BOIS, j. d., of Ulster Co. Bancks published, but dates not given.

CHRISTOPHER KEIRSTEAD, junior, j. m., and AURONTIE TAPPAN, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

HANNES OOSTRANGER, j. m., and MARIA DEVIS, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Bancks published, but dates not given.

GERRIT NIEUWKERK, j. m., and LEA NIEUWKERK, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Bancks published, but dates not given.

GERRIT M. NIEUWKERK, j. m., and BATAH DE LAMETTER, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

BENJAMIN EKERLI, j. m., born in Mormel [Marbletown], and LENA SUILANT, j. d., born in Horli [Hurley]. Bancks published, but dates not given.

JOHANNES KOOL, j. m., born at Minissink [Minisink], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingstown, and CATHARINA WIEST, j. d., born in Dutchess [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingstown. Bancks published, but dates not given.

JOHANNES JURGEN WUSTER, j. m., born on Lang Eiland [Long Island], and MARIA SLUITER, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kings-toun. Bancks published, but dates not given.

EBBERT ROOSE, widower, and ALICE DE LAMETTER, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

ADAM EKKERT, j. m., born in Straatsburg [Staatsburgh], and MARIA STEENBERG, j. d., born in Mormel [Marbletown]. Bancks published, but dates not given.

1 See note 3, page 516. 2 In present town of Hyde Park, Dutchess Co., N. Y.
1765 (Continued)

28 Sept.

1472 PIETER VAN AAKEN, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ANNATJE EK KERT, j. d., born in Straatsburg [Staatsburgh]. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Oct.

1473 JONATHAN ELMENDORP, widower, and CATHARINA BRUIN, widow, both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

15 Oct.

1474 PETRUS POST, j. m., and SAARTJE KOOL, j. d. Married at the Kerkenland [Churchland], on the presentation of a certificate.

24 Oct.

1475 PIETER VOSBURG, j. m., resid. in Wachkong, and LENA SCHERWIEK, j. d., born and resid. in Wachkong. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 Oct.

1476 JOHANNES DE WITT, j. m., born and resid. at Wassingen, and CATHARINA NIEUW KERK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

2 Nov.

1477 ABRAHAM EEN, j. m., born and resid. in Nieuw Palts [New Paltz], and CATHARINA VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born in Horly [Hurley], and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale]. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 Nov.

1478 MATTHEUS KETER, j. m., and ANN PICK, j. d., both resid. in Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published in church of Marbletown, but dates not given. Married in Kingston.

14 Nov.

1479 JOHANNES DE PUI, j. m., born in Rochester, and ANNATJE VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born in Keiserryk [Kysterike]. Banms published in the church at Mombachus [Mombaccus], but dates not given. Married at the Keiserryk.

15 Nov.

1480 DIRK D. WYNKOOP, j. m., and SARAH ELTINGE, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

19 Nov.

1481 YSAAK BURHANS, j. m., and SUSANNA VOLLAND, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

[Date of marriage not given]

1482 BENJAMIN VAN STEENBERGEN, j. m., and SARAH BURHANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms registered, 19 Nov.

29 Nov.

1483 JOHANNES SMIDT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and RESYNTJE VAN AAKEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 Dec.

1484 HENRY PESLOO, j. m., born in Englland [England], and living under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA PIKKES, born in Duitschland [Germany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.
Kingston Marriages

1766

9 Jan.
1485 JOHN C. RINGLAND, j. m., and MARITJE HOOGTEELING, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

15 Jan.
1486 JEAN BON, j. m., and CATHARINA PLOEG, both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

14 July
1487 ISAAK HAASBROEK, j. m., and ANNA GAASBEEK, widow, both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

[There were no marriages by Domine Meyer ("Coetus") in 1767, and the "Conferentie" marriages of 1766, 1767 and a part of 1768 are missing.]

1768

8 April
1488 MOSES JUMOR, j. m., born and resid. in Esopus, and ELISABETH NOTTINGHEM, j. d., born in Mormel [Marbletown], and resid. in Schokan [Shakan]. Banms published, but dates not given.

5 June
1489 DANIEL GRAHAM, j. m., and CATHARINA DECKER, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

17 June
1490 JACOB BLUNSCHEL, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and JACOMYNTE SMEDES, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 Sept.
1491 JOHAN RUBERTUS, widower, born in Duitsland [Germany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and CORNELIA SLUYTER, widow of JACOB KLEIN, born in Mormel [Marbletown], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed or recorded the following Marriages (3).

(Conferentie).

[Month and day illegible]
1492 JACOBUS WITTEKER, junior, j. m., and ANNATJE OOSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1769

28 Jan.
1493 JAMES PHENIX, j. m., born in Cape B——, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley, and RACHEL ISELBRANDT, j. d., born at the Viskill [Fishkill], in Dutchess [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Morble [Marbletown]. Date of Banns not given.

---

1 Probably intended for Klein Esopus. See note 2, page 627.
2 See note 1, page 556.
3 The "Conferentie" marriages were doubtless performed by the various ministers who, during the factional strife between 1766 and 1772, and later, preached in Kingston and performed baptismal rites. Among these were Domines Gerhard Daniel Cock of East Camp and Rhinebeck, Johannes Casparus Frynemoet of Livingston Manor, Isaac Rysdyk of Poughkeepsie and Fishkill, Warmoldus Kuypers of Rhinebeck Flats, and John Michael Kern of Montgomery, Orange Co.
4 See note 1, page 356.
5 Worn off in the original record.
Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus). 1

26 Feb.
1495 NICOLAAS VAN DER LYN, widower, and SAARTJE TAPPEN, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

It is not known who performed or recorded the following Marriages (3).
(Conferentie).

[Date of marriage not given]
1496 JORIS ETKINS, j. m., born in Horley [Hurley], and CATHARINA WHITE, j. d., born in New Engelandt [England], and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Klyn [Klein] Esopus.² Banms registered, 3 March.

14 April
1497 JOHN WILLIAMS, j. m., born in Engelandt [England], and SARA WITTEKER, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and both resid. there. Date of Banms not given.

15 April
1498 JOSUA DUBOIS, j. m., and CATHARENA SCHEPMOES, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

10 May
1499 ROBERT GRANT, widower of ELISABETH BRONK, and SUSANNA AVERY, both resid. in Ulster Co. Banms published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed or recorded the following Marriages (12).
(Conferentie).

20 May
1500 JONATHAN LOW, widower of LENA AGTMOEDIE, born in New Paltz, and resid. at Wallkill [Walkill],³ and GEERTJE VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale].⁴ Date of Banms not given.

[Date of marriage torn out]
1501 HENDRIKUS DE GRAEF, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and OSSELTJE ECKER, j. d., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and both parties resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

18 Nov.
1502 ARY NEWKERCK, j. m., and MARIA CRISFEL, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley. Date of Banms not given.

22 Dec.
1503 ABRAHAM OSTERHOUDT, junior, j. m., and CATRINA MENCKELAER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

¹ See note 1, page 356.
² Klein Esopus was the name applied from an early date to a large tract of country extending southward from the present Rondout Creek. It was called "Klein (or Little) Esopus" to distinguish it from the "Groote (or Great) Esopus," the name applied in a general way to the country north of the same creek. A part of Klein Esopus is now included in the present town of Esopus. (See note 2, page 499.)
³ See note 3, page 577.
⁴ See note 1, page 525.
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30 Dec.

1504 JEHIEL FERRIS, j. m., born in New Engeland [England], and MARGRIET SAN- 
FORT, widow of CHARLS BOING, born in New York, and both resid. in Woodstock, 
in Ulster Co. Date of Banns not given.

1770

27 Jan.

1505 ALBARTUS SCHRYVER, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and MARGRIETA 
De GRAEF, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, at Klyn [Klein] Esopus,1 
and both resid. there. Date of Banns not given.

24 March

1506 JOHANNIS SUVLANDT, j. m., born in Horly [Hurley], and resid. there, and 
MARY GRAHAM, j. d., born and resid. in Shawengonk [Shawangunk]. Date of 
Banns not given.

31 March

1507 ANDRIES FLEEMAN, j. m., born in Duytslant [Germany], and resid. in Wagendal 
[Wagondale],2 and JENNEKE VAN STEENBERG, j. d., born under the jurisdiction 
of Hurly [Hurley], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not 
given.

13 April

1508 BENYAMEN KROM, widower of ANNATYE JANSEN, born and resid. in Morbel [Mar-
bletown], and ELISABET DEVENPOORT, j. d., born and resid. in Hurly [Hurley]. 
Date of Banns not given.

21 April

1509 GILBERT SAXTON, j. m., born on Lang Eylant [Long Island], and THATYE 
BEEVER, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and both resid. there. Date 
of Banns not given.

27 April

1510 JAMES Wm WHITEAKER, j. m., and HILLITYE TURK, j. d., both parties born and 
resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

28 April

1511 JACOBUS POST, j. m., and LIEDEA WHITEAKER, j. d., both parties born and 
resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

12 May

1512 SIMON FREER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz], 
and ANNATJE BLUNJAN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly 
[Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed or recorded the following Marriages (4). 
(Conferentie).

28 July

1513 MATTHYS VELLEN, widower of CATHARINA WELLER, born and resid. at the Walekil 
[Walkill],3 and LENA VELTER, j. d., born and resid. in the Vlacke Bos [Flatbush],4 
under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

24 Aug.

1514 JACOB VAN WAGENEN, junior, j. m., and MARGRIET VAN WAGENEN, j. d., both 
parties born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale],5 under the jurisdiction of Kingstoun. 
Date of Banns not given.

1 See note 2, page 627.
2 See note 1, page 525.
3 See note 3, page 577.
4 See note 1, page 515.
1770 (Continued)

6 Sept.
1515 JESAIAS MINKELAER, j. m., and RACHEL WHITTAKER, j. d., both parties born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in the Vlacke Bosh [Flatbush], under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

15 Sept.
1516 PAULES FREER, j. m., born and resid. in Bontokoe [in New Palz], and ELISABETH VAN Wagenen, j. d., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale]. Date of Banns not given.

Marriages (2) by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

27 Sept.
1517 JOHANNES WIEST, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingstown, and BARBARA HOOGTEELING, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingstown. Banns published, but dates not given.

31 Sept.
1518 JEAN GRAHAM, j. m., and TREINTJE BRUIN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Ulster Co. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed and recorded the following Marriages (5).

(Conferentie).

6 Oct.
1519 PETRUS WHITTAKER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingstoun, and MARGRIET VAN Wagenen, j. d., resid. in Brabant [Brabant], under the jurisdiction of Kingstoun. Date of Banns not given.

18 Oct.
1520 PETRUS PLOEGH, j. m., and CATRIENA DUFFIELD, j. d., both parties born and resid. “in and under the jurisdiction of” Kingstoun. Date of Banns not given.

18 Oct.
1521 JEREMIA DUBOIS, j. m., and CATRIENA MASTEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. “in and under the jurisdiction of” Kingstoun. Date of Banns not given.

31 Oct.
1522 FREDRICK WOOD, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marble-town], and MARYA VAN Wagenen, j. d., born in Wagendal [Wagondale], under the jurisdiction of Mormel. Date of Banns not given.

3 Nov.
1523 CORNELIUS SAMMON, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marble-town], and ELSJE KONSTAPEL, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel. Date of Banns not given.

Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

8 Nov.
1524 WILLIAM WITTAKER, j. m., and JANNETJE TURK, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Ulster Co. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed and recorded the following Marriages (6).

(Conferentie).

1 Dec.
1525 METTHEUS YORCK, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Huly [Hurley], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Newpalz [New Palz], and EVA WIEST, j. d., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingstown. Date of Banns not given.

* See note 1, page 515.  
* See note 1, page 525.  
* See note 3, page 513.
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21 Dec.
1526 AERT VAN WAGENEN, junior, j. m., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale], under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and CATHARINA DEFVE, j. d., born and resid. in Wasingh [Wawarsing]. Date of Banns not given.

22 Dec.
1527 BARENT WHITTAKER, j. m., and GEERTRUY MINKELAER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1771

11 Jan.
1528 PETRUS KOOL, j. m., born and resid. in Rynbeck [Rhinebeck], and ELISABETH PLOEGH, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

19 Jan.
1529 HENDRIKUS RYKERT, j. m., born in Neuw Yorck [New York], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA DE GRAAF, j. d., born and resid. in and under the jurisdiction of" Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

4 May
1530 JACOB DUBOEIS, j. m., and HENDIRECA DUBOEIS, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Horle [Hurley], near Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

Marriages (2) by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

12 May
1531 SALOMO HAASBOUK, j. m., and ANNATJE VAN STEENBERGEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

8 June
1532 JACOB KEISER, j. m., and AMELYNA SLUYTER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed and recorded the following Marriages (6).
(Conferentie).

24 Aug.
1533 JACOB HENDRIKSE, j. m., and ARJAENTJE LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. "in and under the jurisdiction of" Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

28 Sept.
1534 MATTHEUS COR JANSEN, j. m., born in Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester, and CORNELIA SLEGHT, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

8 Oct.
1535 TEUNIS SLEGHT, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and RACHEL DE LAMETTER, j. d., born and resid. in Horly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

11 Oct.
1536 JAN OOSTERHOUTD, j. m., and JENNEKA BORHANS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

18 Oct.
1537 DAVID DE LAMETTER, junior, j. m., born in Kingston, and REBECKA ROSA, j. d., born in Horly [Hurley], and both resid. there. Date of Banns not given.

* See note 1, page 525.  
* The page is torn in this place, and perhaps this date is the 28th of October.
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26 Oct.
1538 ELIPHAS VAN AKEN, junior, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and LEA WINTHIELD, j. d., born in Schawengonk [Shawangunk], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

5 Nov.
1539 WILHELMUS SLUYTER, j. m., and JENNEY SLUYTER, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Ulster Co. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed and recorded the following Marriages (2).

(Conferentie).

16 Nov.
1540 GERRIT ELMENDORPH, junior, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and HENRIKA ELMENDORPH, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

16 Nov.
1541 JOHANNIS P. Du MOND, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARA ELMENDORPH, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

20 Nov.
1542 ANTHONY TURK, j. m., born and resid. in Kingstown, and RACHEL VAN AKEN, j. d., born and resid. in Rynbeek [Rinebeck]. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed and recorded the following Marriages (4).

(Conferentie).

13 Dec.
1543 HENDRICK LITS, j. m., born in Kinderhoek [Kinderhook], and CATRIENA WEEVER, j. d., born at Klyn [Klein] Esopus, and both resid. there. Date of Banns not given.

1772

1 Jan.
1544 JOHN HARRIS, j. m., born in Ierland [Ireland], and MARY JAMES, widow of THOMAS HARRINGTON, born in Wales, and both resid. in Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1 Jan.
1545 BENJAMIN CHRISPEL, j. m., and MARGRITA NEUWKERK, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Horly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

18 Jan.
1546 BENJAMIN De WITT, j. m., born in Kingston, and NENSEY HARRINGTON, j. d., born in Bristo, and both resid. in Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

30 Jan.
1547 ABRAHAM SLUYTER, j. m., and ELISABETH DAVIS, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Married on the presentation of a certificate from the Consistory of New Paltz.

* See note 2, page 627.  
* Perhaps this is intended for Bristol.
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It is not known who performed and recorded the following Marriages (3).

(Conferentie).

18 April
1548 ISAAC VAN AKEN, j. m., and JUDICK VAN AKEN, widow of MOSES FREER, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1 May
1549 TJERK VAN VLIET, j. m., born in Rochester, and CHRISTINA VIELE, j. d., born in Kingston, and both resid. "in and under the jurisdiction of" Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

27 June
1550 JEREMIA HOOGTEELINGH, j. m., and MARAGRIET DE LAMETTER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

Marriage by Domine Meyer. (Coetus).

23 Oct.
1551 JAN LE FEVRE, junior, j. m., and MARIA LE FEVRE, j. d., both of Ulster Co. Banns published, but dates not given.

It is not known who performed and recorded the following Marriages (17).

24 Oct.
1552 WENDEL CREMMER, j. m., born in Duystslandt [Germany], and SAARA STUWARD, j. d., born at Klyne Esopus [Klein Esopus], and both resid. there. Date of Banns not given.

7 Nov.
1553 EPHRAIM KYSER, j. m., born in Mormel [Marbletown], and LEENA KLYN, j. d., born in Horly [Hurley], and both resid. there. Date of Banns not given.

7 Nov.
1554 JEREMIA PERSEL, j. m., born in Nieu [New] York, and MARGRIET WIEST, j. d., born in Staetsburgh [Staatsburgh], and both resid. at Klyne Esopus [Klein Esopus]. Date of Banns not given.

5 Dec.
1555 PHILIP VAN KEUREN, j. m., and CATHARINA TURCK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1773

1 Jan.
1556 CORNELUS VAN KEUREN, widower of LEA JECSON, born in Kingston, and MARYA SCHRYVER, j. d., born in Staetsburgh [Staatsburgh], and both parties resid. "in and under the jurisdiction of" Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

23 Jan.
1557 SAMUEL LEG, widower of SARA DUBOIS, and MARYA OOSTERHOUDE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

10 April
1558 ALBARTUS SLUYTER, j. m., born in Dutseys [Dutchess] Co., and MARIA WYDT, j. d., born in Dutseys Co., and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

* See note 2, page 624.
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1559 PETRUS OSTERHOUT, j. m., and CATRINA HENDERIKSE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

17 April

1560 JOHANNIS LOURENS BACH, j. m., born in Hoogduytslandt [Germany], and JOHANNA KOOL, j. d., born in Svanengonk [Shawangunk], and both parties resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

11 Sept.

1561 JOHANNIS VAN WAGENEN, junior, j. m., and REBECCA VAN WAGENEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Wagondal [Wagondale]. Date of Banns not given.

15 Sept.

1562 CORNELIUS L. SWART, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and FENNY WHITTEKER, j. d., born at Raretans, and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

15 Oct.

1563 ABRAHAM C. DELAMETTER, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. there, and CATHARENA VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale]. Date of Banns not given.

30 Oct.

1564 LOUWRENCE NIES, j. d., born in Schawengonk [Shawangunk], and resid. under the jurisdiction of New Paltz, and ANNATJE De GRAAF, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

13 Nov.

1565 JACOB ELMENDORPH, junior, j. m., born and resid. in Horley [Hurley], and LEA BLOEMENDAL, j. d., born in Rynbeek [Rhinebeck], and resid. in Horley [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

17 Dec.

1566 JOHANNIS N: DUBOIS, j. m., and MARYA OOSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1774

12 Jan.


19 Feb.

1568 HENDRIKUS VAN AKEN, j. m., born and also resid. in Rynbeek [Rhinebeck], and MARIA TEERPENNING, j. d., born at Walkil [Walkill], resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1775

Marriages (24) by Domine Georg Jacob Leonhard Doll, of Kingston.

10 May

1569 PETRUS MEYER, j. m., born and resid. in Reinbek [Rhinebeck], and CATHARINA SWAERT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

---

1 See note 1, page 525.
2 See note 1, page 561.
3 See note 2, page 627.
4 See note 3, page 577.
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13 May
1570 DAVID LOUW, j. m., born and resid. at the New Paltz, and RACHEL DELAMETTER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

14 May
1571 LEVIE VAN AKE, born and resid. at the Vlackte of Rynbek [Rhinebeck Flats]; and ELISABETH TEERPENNING, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

24 June
1572 BENJAMIN VAN AKEN, j. m., and MARIA EKKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

25 June
1573 STEPHANUS SCHREIBER, j. m., born in Statsbourg [Staatsburgh]; and SARA STYNBERG, j. d., born in Horle [Hurley], and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

13 Sept.
1574 ABRAHAM FORT, born and resid. in Schaticoke [Schaghticoke], under the jurisdiction of Albany, and ELISABETH STEENBERG, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

24 Sept.
1575 PETER BOGARDUS, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, andANNATJE DEBITT, of the same place. Married on the presentation of a license.

6 Nov.
1576 CASPARUS SHULTZ, junior, born and resid. in the “Manor Livinston” [Livingston Manor], and EVE DINGS, of the same place. Married on the presentation of a license.

16 Nov.
1577 STEPHANUS FEERO, j. m., and CATHARINA MEYER, j. d., “at the Caaspan” [Kaatsbaan]. Date of Banns not given.

16 Nov.
1578 PETRUS DE WITT, j. m., and MARIA HOMMEL, j. d., “at the Caaspan” [Kaatsbaan]. Date of Banns not given.

23 Nov.
1579 ABRAHAM KRISPEL, j. m., born and resid. in Horle [Hurley], and MARIA VAN WAGENEN, born and resid. at Wagendal [Wagondale]. Date of Banns not given.

26 Nov.
1580 JOHN LIVINGSTON, Reverend Preacher of the Congregation of Noujork [New York], and SARA LIVINGSTON, “of the said city, Spinster.” Married on the presentation of a license.

29 Nov.
1581 JOHANNES MERKEL, j. m., born and resid. at the Blauen Bergen [Blue Mountain], under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and JANTJE WENIE, j. d., born and resid. at the Kerkenland [Churchland] of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

30 Nov.
1582 ABRAHAM SNYDER, and MARIA FREELICH, both parties born and resid. at the Caaspan [Kaatsbaan], under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1 See note 2, page 580.
2 See note 2, page 624.
3 See note 1, page 572.
4 See note 1, page 525.
5 The words “of the said city, Spinster” are written in English.
6 See note 1, page 545.
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Kingston Marriages
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14 Dec.
1583 WILLIAM DENNELSON, born and resid. at the Nieuwe [New] Paltz, and DINA NIES, j. d., born and resid. at the same place. Date of Banns not given.

22 Dec.
1584 PETRUS P. CRISPUS, and SARA DUBOIS, "in Hurly" [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

27 Dec.
1585 PHILIPPUS HENRICH, and CATHARINA VAN STYNBERG, "under the jurisdiction of Kingston." Date of Banns not given.

1776

14 April
1586 PETER ELMENDORPH, born and resid. in Horly [Hurley], and ANNATJE DU-MONT, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

28 April
1587 CORNELIUS ELTINGE, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Niew [New] Paltz, and BLONDINA ELMENDORPH, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Married on the presentation of a license.

19 May
1588 GEORGE NIES, j. m., and TRENTJE VAN KEUREN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

18 June
1589 ABRAHAM VAN GAASBECK, and ANNATJE TEN BROEK, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a license.

5 July
1590 THOMAS JANSON, born and resid. in Marmel [Marbletown], and JANEKE DU-BOIS, born and resid. in the same place. Banns published, but dates not given.

7 July
1591 CORNELIUS BENJAMIN MAESTEN, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and NELTJE ROOSA, born and resid. in Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

10 July
1592 WILLIAM KELDER, and ESTER ENNIST, both resid. in Rochester. Banns published, but dates not given.

Marriage by the Rev. Dr. John H. Livingston of New York, and recorded by him.²

30 July
1593 THOMAS JONES, Doctor of Medicine, and Miss² MARGARET LIVINGSTON, both of the State of Niew [New] York. Date of Banns not given.

Marriages (4) by Domine Doll.

4 Aug.
1594 BALTUS KIEFFER, j. m., and ANTJE BRINK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

² A marginal note, in the handwriting of Domine Doll, states that the marriage was performed by Domine Livingston.
² The word "Miss" does not fully express the meaning of the Dutch original — "jonkvrouw." The latter includes the idea of gentility in respect to birth, or social station, or both. The early Dutch dictionaries translate the word, "a young lady."
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18 Aug.
1595 CONRAD ELMENDORPH, j. m., born and resid. in Horly [Hurley], and ANNATJE STYNBERG, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

25 Aug.
1596 EGBERT BRINCK, j. m., born and resid. in Marbleton [Marbletown], and ANNATJE KROOM, j. d., of the same place. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 Oct.
1597 JOHANNES B. MASTEN, widower, and ELISABETH TOPPEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

Marriage by the Rev. Dr. John H. Livingston, and recorded by Domine Doll.

30 Oct.
1598 JAMES G. GRAHAM, and JEMIMALE FORBISCH. Date of Banms not given.

Marriages (652) by Domine Doll.

8 Nov.
1599 PETER YORK, and MARY VAN LEUWEN, both resid. at Marbletown. Banms published, but dates not given.

23 Nov.
1600 SALOMON EKKERT, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ANNATJE GORDLAER, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

28 Nov.
1601 CHRISTIAN DOLL, j. m., born in Philadelphia, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA VAN ETEN, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Dec.
1602 DANIEL CLAERWATER, and MARIA SHELY, both resid. in Marbletown. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

26 Dec.
1603 MOSES TERWILLIGER, and CATHRINTJE JOMMONS, both resid. in Marbletown. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

29 Dec.
1604 JOHANNES SCHOT, born and resid. at the Vlackte in Reinbeck [Rhinebeck Flats], and CATHARINA VAN STYNBERG, born in Horly [Hurley], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1777

30 Jan.
1605 SAMUEL WOLVEN, j. m., and ELISABET MONK, widow of JOHN FENDLE, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 Feb.
1606 JOHANNES EBERTSON SCHOONMAEKER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARGRITJE ROOSA, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 2, page 580.
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3 Feb.
1607 MATTHEUS VAN KEUREN, widower, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and RACHEL BRUAN, widow, born in Jarsy [New Jersey], and resid. at the Niewpalz [New Palz]. Banns published, but dates not given.

6 Feb.
1608 CORNELIUS SLUITER, and MARIA MABIE, both resid. under the jurisdiction of the Niewpalz [New Palz]. Married on the presentation of a certificate from Niewpalz.

3 March
1609 BENJAMIN OSTROUT, j. m., and LENA BURRHANS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingstown. Banns published, but dates not given.

20 April
1610 JOHN HOOGDEELING, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ANNA MARGRITTA ROOSA, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

21 April
1611 CORNELIUS SWAERT, j. m., and HELENA DUBOYS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

25 April
1612 LAURENS AELSTERF, junior, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Niewpalz [New Palz], and RACHEL TERPENNING, j. d., born in Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

4 May
1613 HENRICK KROM, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown], and JANNEKE PHOENIX, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

31 May
1614 JEREMIAS FRERE, j. m., born in Niew [New] Palz, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and SARA VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly. Banns registered, but dates not given.

12 June
1615 PETRUS LOUW MEYER, j. m., and NEELJE OOSTERHOUD, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

22 June
1616 KILIAN VAN AAKEN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ELISABETH MASTEN, born in the Negenpaertenaers [Nine Partners], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

28 June
1617 JACOB VAN SHYFER, born in Hakensak [Hackensack], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA LONDERMAN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

22 July
1618 IGNATIUS DUMONT, j. m., resid. in Bakatakan, and ARIANTTJE WENNIE, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

6 Sept.
1619 JACOB RICHTLY, j. m., and MARGRIT STEENBERG, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

* In Dutchess Co., N. Y.
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7 Sept.

1620 JOHN SPERLING, j. m., born in the Jarsy [New Jersey], and MARRETJE BURHANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 Sept.

1621 MATHEIS VAN KEUREN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ELISABET BRAS, born in Schankong [Shawangunk], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

28 Sept.


12 Oct.

1623 THOMAS HOOGDEELING, j. m., and ELISABET VAN STEENBERG, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

27 Oct.

1624 JACOB FRANS, junior, j. m., born in Duitschland [Germany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA BESEMER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

28 Oct.

1625 BENJAMIN FELDEN, j. m., and ANNATJE KIEFFER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

28 Oct.

1626 ABRAHAM VAN KEUREN, j. m., and EVA DUMONT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 Oct.

1627 PETRUS KEDER, j. m., and GERRETJE ROOSA, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormeltoun [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 Nov.

1628 WILHELMUS KIRSTEEDER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA CONSTABLE, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 Nov.

1629 PETRUS KROM, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and ANNATJE TEFFENBOR, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

1778

5 Jan.

1630 STEPHANUS EKKERT, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ANNATJE VAN KEUREN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 Jan.

1778

8 Feb.
1632 JOHN ATTISON, j. m., born in Schotland [Scotland], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and MAREITJE HOFFMAN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

22 Feb.
1633 PETER SMIDT, junior, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown], and MARIA HOTELAER, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel. Banns published, but dates not given.

1 March
1634 DANIEL BRADAD, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown], and BLONDINA ELMENDORP, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

26 April
1635 CORNELIUS BRINCK, j. m., and MARIA HOMMEL, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Congregation at Kaatsban [Kaatsbaan]. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 May
1636 ABRAHAM DUDRE, j. m., and JANNETJE DAAVITS, j. d., both resid. in Schantekan [Shandaken]. Banns registered, but dates not given.

14 May
1637 PETER BRINK, j. m., and LENA WITTAKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

30 May
1638 JOHN CHURCH, j. m., and CATHARINE CREELL, widow, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

16 June
1639 WILHELMUS RAUH, j. m., and CATHARINA van ETten, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

20 June
1640 PETER EFFERLI, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and MARIA JEBBEL, j. d., born in Pennyslvanie [Pennsylvania], and both resid. in Bakatakán. Banns published, but dates not given.

28 June
1641 JACOB FELTEN, j. m., and MAREITJE MINKELAER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

11 July
1642 SAMUEL le FEVRE, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and EGJE SWART, j. d., born in Kingston, and both resid. in Bloemendal [Bloomingdale]. Banns published, but dates not given.

6 Aug.
1643 JACOB JEBEL, j. m., born in Pennyslvanie [Pennsylvania], and MARIA DUMONT, born under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown], and both resid. in Bakatakán. Banns published, but dates not given.

8 Aug.
1644 JACOBUS WINNE, j. m., and CATHARINA VALKENBURG, widow of PETRUS LANGENDEYK, both of the Congregation at the Kaatsban [Kaatsbaan]. Banms published, but dates not given.

*See note 1, page 573.*
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4 Sept.
1645 HENRIKUS TERPENNING, junior, j. m., and MARGRITJE VAN AKEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 Sept.
1646 ABRAHAM BANCKERT, j. m., born in Noujork [New York], and ARIANTJE MANCIUS, j. d., born in Kingston, and both resid. in Marmel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

27 Sept.
1647 JEEMS McLEAIN, j. m., and MARIE MEKTONEL, j. d., both parties born in Schotland [Scotland], and resid. in Ulster Co. Banms published, but dates not given.

13 Oct.
1648 ABRAHAM VAN AKEN, j. m., and MARIA LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

24 Oct.
1649 JEREMIAS CLAERWAETER, j. m., and ABELONIA KERNER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Nov.
1650 EDWARD BURHANS, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and BREJTJE BLANCHANT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 Nov.
1651 JOHN CANAWE, j. m., and ANNATJE KEISER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

15 Nov.
1652 JOHN C. DEWITT, j. m., born at Horly [Hurley], and CORNELIA CONTYN, j. d., born, and both resid., under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 Dec.
1653 ANDREW HAMLETON, j. m., born in Engeland [England], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and CATHARINE FINTON, j. d., born in Noujork [New York], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

15 Dec.
1654 MARTINUS SCHRYVER, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. in Kleyn Sopus [Klein Esopus], and MARGRITTA TERPENNING, j. d., “born and resid. in the same place.” Banms published, but dates not given.

24 Dec.
1655 CORNELIUS C. ELMENDORP, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and RACHEL CRISPEL, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

1779

3 Jan.
1656 HENRIK KROM, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and ELISABET CRISPEL, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 2, page 627.
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12 Jan.
1657 ABRAHAM LOUW, j. m., and MARIA VAN FLIT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

24 Jan.
1658 WILLIAM HUMES, j. m., and SARAH DAVIS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

17 Feb.
1659 CORNELIUS M. VAN KEUREN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA POLAND, j. d., born in Rynbek [Rheinebeck], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 March
1660 BENJAMIN WINNE, j. m., and MARGRITJE BRINK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

11 April
1661 ABRAHAM FOSBURG, j. m., born in Albani [Albany], and ELISABET VIELIE, j. d., born in Kingston, and both resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 April
1662 PETER HOMMEL, j. m., and RACHEL HOMEL, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

13 May
1663 JOHANNES TURK, j. m., and GESJE WITTAKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 June
1664 JOHN STOKS, j. m., and SUSANNA KERNER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

30 June
1665 PETRUS MULLER, j. m., and ANNATJE SCHAERT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

27 Aug.
1666 JACOB KROM, j. m., and CATHARIN BLANCHANT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

22 Oct.
1667 JOHANNES DE LA MAITRE, junior, j. m., and JANNEKE WITTAKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1668 TURK VAN STYNBERG, j. m., and ANNATJE HOOGDEELING, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Oct.
1669 SIMON LE FEVRE, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and JANNEKE SWART, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 Nov.
1670 JOHANNES SNYDER, widower, and LEA MEIER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.
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5 Dec.
1671 JACOBUS TERPENNING, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ANNATJE HELM, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

23 Dec.
1672 PETRUS DUBOYS, j. m., and ARIANTJE NOUKERK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

25 Dec.
1673 JOHN CHRISTIAN FEERO, j. m., and MAREITJE MEIER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Dec.
1674 JOHN NOUKERK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and BALLY HORSEN, j. d., born in Nouyork [New York], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1780

23 Jan.
1675 JOHN SNYDER, j. m., born and resid. in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and CATHARINA SWAERT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

25 Jan.
1676 PETRUS WIST, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and JOHANNA VAN AKEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 March
1677 CORNELIUS TACK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and ANNA MARIA MASTEN, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

23 April
1678 WILLEM DUMONT, j. m., born and resid. in the Groote Imboct, under the jurisdiction of Albany, and RACHEL DUMONT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 May
1679 HENRIKUS MEIER, j. m., and NEELTJE HEERMANSE, widow of JOHANNES MEINDERSSEN. Banms published, but dates not given.

28 May
1680 FRIEDERIK KITTEL, j. m., born and resid. in Woedstock [Woodstock], and SARA BURGER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 June
1681 CORNELES NIEUWKERK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and SARA KIRKSTEEDER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

2 July
1682 JONATHAN HARTENBERG, j. m., and CATHARINA DELI, widow of JOHN DELI, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

*The Great Imbocht District, including the present town of Catskill, Greene Co., N. Y., was formed 24 March, 1772. (See French's Gazetteer, page 332).
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29 Oct.
1683 ROBERT BRINK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and MARIA ROOSA, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

2 Nov.
1684 JOHN VAN WAGENEN, j. m., resid. in Marmel [Marbletown], and ELISABET VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale]. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 Nov.
1685 ABRAHAM HOMMEL, j. m., and RACHEL SNYDER, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

1781

7 Jan.
1686 GEORGI VAN FLIT, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARGRITTA BROUN, j. d., born in Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

5 Feb.
1687 JACOB MARIUS GROEN, j. m., and ELISABET VAN GAASBEK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

18 Feb.
1688 BENJAMIN KROM, j. m., and MARIA DEVENPORT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

23 Feb.
1689 PETRUS VAN WAGENEN, j. m., born and resid. in Wagendal [Wagondale], and ANNA FIELIE, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 March
1690 ABRAHAM BURKHANS, j. m., born in Kingston, and JANETJE CONCKLIN, j. d., born in Catskill, and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 March
1691 BENJAMIN VAN STYNBERG, j. m., and MARGRIT MILLER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

15 April
1692 PETER DUMONT, junior, j. m., and REBECCA ELMENDORP, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 June
1693 MATHEUS VAN KEUREN, j. m., and MARIA EKKERT, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 June
1694 DANIEL WINDFIEL, j. m., and JOHANNA GROS, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 June
1695 MOSES CONTYN, j. m., born in Marmel [Marbletown], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and HILLETJE RADCLIFF, born and resid. in Dutches [Dutchess] Co. Married on the presentation of a license.

*See note 1, page 525.*
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8 July
1696 HERMANUS MINKELAER, j. m., and ANNatJE PLOEG, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

16 July
1697 TUNIS VAN WAGENEN, j. m., born in Nouyork [New York], and resid. in Catskill, and BALLIE NOUKERK, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

23 Sept.
1698 MARTIN CROEK, j. m., and SARAH TOFFEL, widow of PETRUS PLOEG, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

4 Oct.
1699 EPHRAIM DEKKER, j. m., born in Schankong [Shawangunk], and resid. in Kleyn [Klein] Esopus, and MARIA TERPPENING, j. d., born and resid. in Kleyn Esopus. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 Oct.
1700 JAMES PHENIX, j. m., and CATY BUSCH, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

10 Oct.
1701 SAMUEL DUBOYS, j. m., and MARIA ROBERSON, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

4 Nov.
1702 JACOB TURCK, widower, and ANNatJE SCHRAM, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

28 Nov.
1703 EDWARD OSTERHOUT, j. m., and SARAH TURK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 Dec.
1704 JOHN BURRRHANS, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA DUMONT, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1782

12 Jan.
1705 GERRIT J. VEDER, j. m., born and resid. in Schonechtady [Schenectady], and JANNETJE TEN EYK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

31 Jan.
1706 JAN LE FEVRE, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Niew [New] Paltz, and EGJE SWART, widow of SAMUEL LE FEVRE, born in Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

9 Feb.
1707 EPHRAIM MEIER, j. m., and JANNETJE LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 Feb.
1708 JOHN MACKLIN, j. m., and MARIA MARIUS GROEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 2, page 627.
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18 March
1709 JACOBUS BRUYN, J. M., and BLONDINA ELMENDORP, J. D., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

28 April
1710 ALBERT PAWLING, J. M., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and GERITJE TEN EYK, J. D., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

20 May
1711 JACOB DEPUY, J. M., born under the jurisdiction of Rochester, and CATHARINE CONTYNE, J. D., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

18 June
1712 WILLEM LITS, widower, and EVA WIST, widow of Davis YORK, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

25 Aug.
1713 JOHN CRISPUL, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and GERRETJE BUNSCHOTEN, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

6 Sept.
1714 WILLEM DITS, J. M., and CATHARINE KERN, J. D., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

8 Sept.

26 Sept.
1716 JOHN DAVIDS, J. M., and SARAH SMIT, J. D., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

10 Oct.
1717 WILLIAM KROM, J. M., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and HESTER SAX, J. D., [born] in Neighponagh [Napanoch], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel. Banns published, but dates not given.

24 Oct.
1718 WILLIAM BERGER, J. M., born under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and ELISABET KEISER, widow of JOHAN STUYDER, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel. Banns published, but dates not given.

27 Oct.
1719 WILLIAM MARIUS GROEN, J. M., and MARGRITTA WYTTAKER, J. D., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

27 Oct.
1720 THOMAS VAN GAASBECK, J. M., and ARIANTJE ELMENDORP, J. D., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

9 Nov.
1721 MATHEUS BLANCHANT, junior, J. M., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley], and JACOBA BURHANS, J. D., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 See note 4, page 535.
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10 Nov.
1722 CORNELIS DELA MAITRE, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARAH KROM, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

24 Nov.
1723 ABRAHAM VAN GAASBECK, j. m., and ELISABET HASSBROEK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

24 Nov.
1724 PETRUS VAN DERLYN, j. m., and MARIA MASTEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

9 Dec.
1725 EGBERT BOGARDUS, widower, and ARIANTJE KIRKSTEEDER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

21 Dec.
1726 EPHRAIM DEPUY, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mombakes [Mombaccus], and CORNELIA SNYDER, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

1783

1 Jan.
1727 WILLIAM SLUYTER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and SARAH CASTOR, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Horly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 Jan.
1728 JOHN VAN GAASBECK, junior, j. m., and TREINTJE BECKMAN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Jan.
1729 WILLEM DAVIS, j. m., born in Mombakes [Mombaccus], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA SMIT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Feb.
1730 PETRUS ELMENDORP, junior, j. m., and NELTJE DEWITT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

7 Feb.
1731 HENRI DAVIS, j. m., and ELISABET BATLIE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 Feb.
1732 WILLIAM N. KETOR, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and MARIA KROEK, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

27 March
1733 JONATHAN LE FEVRE, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and ANNATJE SWART, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 5, page 508.
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1734 JOHANNES Bruin, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Schowankon [Shawangunk], and MARGRITJE DEWITT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

1735 JACOBUS HAASBROUGH, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and MARIA DEWITT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

1736 JOSUAH DUBOYS, widower, and MARGRIT MASTEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1737 TOBYAS VAN STEENBERGEN, widower, and ANTJE VAN GAASBECK, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

1738 JOHN ROOSA, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and ELISABET HOOGDEELING, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

Nov.

1739 JOHANNES JANSON, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and CATHARINE EL TINGE, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1784

1740 JOHN BOGART, j. m., born and resid. in Albani [Albany], and CATHARINE TENBROEK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1741 MICHAEL FARREL, widower, born in Irland [Ireland], and resid. in Kingston, and MARIA VIELIE, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

25 Feb.

1742 PETRUS P. OSTERHOUT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ELISABET VAN WAGENEN, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 March

1743 HENRIKUS OSTRANTER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA VAN VLIT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

18 May

1744 ELIAS TERPENNING, j. m., and CATHARINA EKKERT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

27 May

1745 ADAM FRANS, j. m., and MARGRIETTA KAREL, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 May

1746 TYARIK VAN KEUREN, j. m., and CATHARINA SWART, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.
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25 June
1747 JACOBUS FOLANT, j. m., and GRITJE KOENIUS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

25 June
1748 HENRIKUS PLOEG, j. m., and CATHARINE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 June
1749 ABRAHAM DEWITT LOUW, j. m., and ELISABET SCHAERT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 June
1750 JACOB PLOEG, j. m., and HELLETJE WITTAKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 Aug.
1751 ISAACK DUMONT, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARAH BERRO, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Aug.
1752 SIMON BERNET, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. in Kingston, and MARIA BURGER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Sept.

14 Oct.
1754 CONRAD LE FEVER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and MARIA SWART, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 Oct.
1755 JOHANNIS VAN VLIET, junior, j. m., born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARAH SWART, j. d. born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

17 Oct.
1756 CORNELIUS C. BRINCK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmor [Marbletown], and CATHARINA COOL, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

24 Oct.
1757 JOHN T. VAN STEENBERG, j. m., and ANNATJE VAN LEUWEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 Nov.
1758 PETRUS DUMONT, junior, widower, born under the jurisdiction of Marmor [Marbletown], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA EKKERT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

29 Nov.
1759 PETRUS DUMONT, widower, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and LENA TACK, born at the Menessin [Minisink], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1 See note 3, page 516.
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3 Dec.
1760 JERRI BERNER, j. m., and SARAH OMS TED, both parties born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 Dec.
1761 ABRAHAM C. LOUW, j. m., and RACHEL SWART, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

14 Dec.
1762 CORNELIUS HOOGTEELING, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and JANNETJE ROOSA, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

31 Dec.
1763 ZACHARIAS SCHAERT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and PHEBIE COOK, j. d., born in Jersy [New Jersey], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1785

2 Jan.
1764 BENJAMIN BECKMAN, j. m., and REBECCA THOMSON, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

19 Jan.
1765 HENRIKUS OSTERHOUT, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and SARTJE CRISPEL, j. d., born and resid. in Schokang [Shokan]. Banms published, but dates not given.

13 Feb.
1766 CORNELIUS C. MASTEN, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and REBECCA ROOSA, born in Menessing [Minisink], and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 March
1767 EDWARD HEERMANSE, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and ANNATJE BLANCHANT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 April
1768 PETER MATERSTOCK, j. m., and ARIANTJE POST, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 April
1769 WILLIAM CONSTABLE, j. m., and HENRIKA LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

1 May
1770 JOHN RYS, j. m., born in Irland [Ireland], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA BIBER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1 May
1771 JACOB BUNSCHOTEN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA DUMONT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 1, page 566.  
* See note 3, page 516.
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2 May
1772 MOSES CAVENER, j. m., and CATHARINE CANNER, widow, both parties born in Ireland [Ireland], and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

22 May
1773 WILLIAM TREMPER, j. m., born and resid. in Reinbeck, at the Vlakte [Rheinebeck Flats],* and CATHARINA SLEIGHT, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

28 May
1774 JOHN CLAERWAETER, j. m., and RACHEL DAVIS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

1 June

14 June
1776 PETER HANS, j. m., born in Woodstock, and resid. in Bapakon, and NELLIE PURVIS, j. d., born in Schotland [Scotland], and resid. in Bapakon. Banns published, but dates not given.

25 June
1777 JOHN BROWN, j. m., resid. in Kingston, and ANNATJE KLEIN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

13 Sept.
1778 EMANUEL MULLER, j. m., born in Duitsland [Germany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARAH KEISER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 Oct.
1779 ABRAHAM FRERE, widower, resid. in Kingston, and MARIA NOUKERK, widow, resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

8 Oct.
1780 GERRET FRERE, j. m., and MARIA VAN AKEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

23 Oct.
1781 HENRIKUS B. SLEIGHT, j. m., and CATHARINA SWART, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

30 Oct.
1782 CORNELIUS DUMONT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and HENRIKA NEWKERK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

3 Nov.
1783 JOHANNES ELMENDORP, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MAREITJE CRISPEL, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

1786

1 Jan.
1784 ABRAHAM MASTEN, junior, j. m., and ELISABET MASTEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

* See note 2, page 530.  
* See note 3, page 577.
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4 Jan.
ANTONI BARON, junior, j. m., and CORNELIA SLUYTER, widow, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Jan.
JACOB LOUW, widower, and CATHARINA GORDREGHT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

9 Feb.
ABRAHAM JANSEN ROOSA, j. m., born in Marmel [Marbletown], and RACHEL ROOSA, j. d., born in Hurly [Hurley], and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Banms published, but dates not given.

16 Feb.
PETER TAPPEN, junior, j. m., born in Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz], and ANN DEWITT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

16 Feb.
JOSUAH DIJO, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Paltz], and CATHARINA BLANCHANT, widow of JACOB KROM, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 March
BENJAMIN BURHANS, j. m., and JOHANNA DAVIDS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

3 March
PETRUS TERPPENNING, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA TERPPENNING, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Schawangunk [Shawangunk], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

15 March
HENRY SMITH, j. m., and MARGRITTA NORTINGHAM, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

2 May
JOHN LANGENDEK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA KERNRYK, j. d., born in Rynbeck [Rhonebeck], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

4 June
JOHANNES J. LOUW, j. m., and JANNEKE ELMENDORP, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 June
ELIAS DIJO, j. m., born in Nescotak, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and MARIA BRUYN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly. Banms published, but dates not given.

18 June
JOHN BERRO, j. m., born in Hurly [Hurley], and resid. at Bakatakan, and BALLIE COOK, j. d., born in the Jerzy [New Jersey], and resid. at Batekon. Banms published, but dates not given.

25 June
CORNELIUS VAN KEUREN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and RACHEL ROOSA, j. d., born at the Waalekill [Walkill], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 2, page 532.  
* See note 3, page 577.
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21 Aug.
1798 CORNELIUS VIELIE, j. m., and SARAH VAN VLIT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Bans published, but dates not given.

27 Sept.
1799 JACOBUS MASTEN, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and ELISABET ROOSA, j. d., born in Schohary [Schoharie], and resid. in Kingston. Bans published, but dates not given.

1 Oct.

22 Oct.
1801 BARENT LOUIS, j. m., and SARAH SCHUT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

22 Oct.
1802 DENIS HOOGTEELING, junior, j. m., and HENNE SCHOEMAEKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Bans published, but dates not given.

22 Oct.
1803 JACOB BRINK, j. m., and ELISABETH DUBOYS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

31 Oct.
1804 BENJAMIN KROM, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and SUSANNA MAERUS, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Bans published, but dates not given.

2 Nov.
1805 JOHN HEERMANSE, j. m., born at the Phis Kill [Fishkill], and resid. in Kingston, and ARIANTJE ELMENDORP, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Bans published, but dates not given.

9 Nov.
1806 FREDERIK VAN DER MERK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester, and LEA KETOR, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

15 Nov.
1807 GERRET DEWITT, j. m., and CATHARINA TEN EYK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Bans published, but dates not given.

18 Nov.
1808 GERRET J. FRERE, j. m., and GEERETJE VAN VLIT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Bans published, but dates not given.

21 Dec.
1809 BENJAMIN RUYTER, j. m., and MALLIE ANTERLE, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Mombakes [Mombaccus]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

27 Dec.
1810 JOHN DAVIS, j. m., and SARAH BOGERT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Date of Bans not given.

¹See note 5, page 508.
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7 Jan.
1811 WILLIAM SWART, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARAH MASTEN, j. d., born in Poughkeepsie, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

21 Jan.
1812 WILLIAM BURHANS, j. m., and ANNATJE WENNE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

24 Jan.
1813 JOSEPH CASTEL, j. m., born in New York, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ANNATJE TURK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

31 Jan.
1814 PETER SCHAART, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ALIDA EDWARDS, j. d., born in Connecticut [Connecticut], and both resid. in Woodstock [Woodstock]. Banns published, but dates not given.

1 Feb.
1815 PETRUS T. MEIER, j. m., and RACHEL LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 Feb.
1816 TUNIS SWART, j. m., and LENA DEGRAAF, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 Feb.
1817 ISAAK BRINK, j. m., and RACHEL BLAKWELL, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

18 Feb.
1818 ABRAHAM COOL, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and ARIANTJE CRISPEL, j. d., born in Neskotak, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly. Banns published, but dates not given.

7 March
1819 MOSES DEPUY, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester, and MARIA DEWITT, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

9 March
1820 JOHN THOMSON, j. m., born in Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester, and ANNATJE MOLLEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Banns published, but dates not given.

10 March
1821 ROEOFF ELTINGE, j. m., and FRANCISKA CANNES, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

11 April
1822 IGNATIUS KIP, j. m., and SARAH KIP, both parties born and resid. in Rynbek [Rhinebeck]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

29 April
1823 CORNELIUS MEIER, j. m., and MARIA BRITT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

* See note 2, page 532.
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17 May
1824 WILLEM MEIER, junior, j. m., and RACHEL MEIER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

17 May
1825 BENJAMIN TERPENNING, j. m., born at the Platte Kill [Plattekill], and TREINTJE WINDFIELD, j. d., born at the Waal Mill [Walkill],[a] and both resid. in Klein Esopus. Banbs published, but dates not given.

14 June
1826 JOHANNES DEGRAAF, j. m., and JOHANNA VAN VLIT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

17 June
1827 CORNELIUS J. DELAMAITRE, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ARIANTJE ROOSA, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banbs published, but dates not given.

28 June
1828 MATHEUS DUBOYS, j. m., and MARGRIT TEFFENBORD, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

12 Aug.
1829 JOSEPH J. HAASBROEK, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Schawangonk [Shawangunk], and CORNELIA SCHOENMAEKER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

14 Oct.
1830 JEREMIAH HOOGTEELING, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MARIA ROOSA, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banbs published, but dates not given.

17 Oct.
1831 EDWARD WITTAKER, junior, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINE CONKLIN, j. d., born in Catskill [Catskill], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

12 Nov.
1832 JOHN SCHEPMOES, j. m., and MAREITJE DE LA MAITRE, j. d., both parties born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in the Camp. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

14 Nov.
1833 JACOB CRISPHEL, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and MARIA SCHOENMAEKER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

22 Nov.
1834 JEREMIAH EKERT, j. m., and ANNATJE ELSWORT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

29 Nov.
1835 WILLEM BURHANS, j. m., and CATHARINA OSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banbs published, but dates not given.

5 Dec.
1836 HENRIK SCHAART, j. m., and SOPHIA SNEIDER, j. d., both parties born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in Woestok [Woodstock]. Banbs published, but dates not given.

[a] See note 2, page 627.
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5 Dec.
1837 PETRUS WOLFEN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and BETSIE JAY, j. d., born in Peeks Kill [Peekskill], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

9 Dec.
1838 WILLIAM ROOS, j. m., and ANNATJE WOLFEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

11 Dec.
1839 CRISTOFFEL REISTLE, j. m., born in Rynbeck [Rheinbeck], and CATHARINA SCHULTES, j. d., born in the Camp, and both resid. in Woodstock [Woodstock]. Banms published, but dates not given.

13 Dec.
1840 JACOB EKERT, j. m., and JOHANNA VAN AKEN, widow of PETRUS WIEST, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Dec.
1841 BENJAMIN BOGARDUS, j. m., and MAREITJE VAN KEUREN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1788

6 Jan.
1842 ARENT WINNE, j. m., and CHRISTIEINTJE JONG, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

19 Jan.
1843 JACOBUS NEWKERK, j. m., and ELISABET CONTYNE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbetown]. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 Jan.
1844 THOMAS BEKMAN, j. m., and CATHARINA MASTEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

30 Jan.
1845 JACOB TURK, j. m., and ANNATJE FOLANT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

20 Feb.
1846 JOHANNES WINTER, j. m., and CATHARINA MEIER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

28 Feb.
1847 CORNELIUS LEG, j. m., and MARIA WOLF, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

28 Feb.
1848 Ezechiel van de burg, j. m., and CATHARINA BAROEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

9 March
1849 JOHN ELTINGE, j. m., born in Kingston, and resid. in New York, and RACHEL SALISBURY, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

* See note 3, page 556.
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13 March
1850 JOHN DAVIS, j. m., and MARIA JOY, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

26 June
1851 CORNELIUS LANGENDEK, j. m., and CHRISTINA SNEYDER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

10 July
1852 WILLIAM ELSWORTH, junior, j. m., and ELISABETH SMIT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

13 July
1853 MATHEW EDWARD THOMSON, j. m., and ELISABET KIEFER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 Aug.
1854 WILLIAM ELIG, j. m., and MARIA BEER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

28 Aug.
1855 ISAAC POST, j. m., and CATHARINA SNEYDER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

17 Sept.
1856 DIRK TERPENNING, j. m., and ANNETJE TERPENNING, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 Sept.
1857 CONRAD EDMUNDUS ELMENDORP, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATTY JONES, j. d., born in the Hooge Land [Highland], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

20 Oct.
1858 BENJAMIN TURK, widower, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SARAH TURK, j. d., born in New York, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Cocksake [Cossackie]. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Nov.
1859 JOSEPH HAAASBROEK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown], and MARGRITJE HOORNEK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

6 Nov.
1860 CORNELIUS HORNBEK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester, and TJAATJE HAAASBROEK, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown]. Date of Banms not given.

11 Dec.
1861 WILLIAM BRIT, j. m., and CATHARINA VAN ETEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

21 Dec.
1862 HENRIKUS HAAASBROEK, j. m., and SARAH HEERMANSE, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.
1789

7 Jan.
JOSEPH KEISER, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and MARGRITJE BOUDIN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

11 Jan.
MARTINUS VAN LEUWEN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CHRISTEINTJE SNEIDER, j. d., born and resid. at the Kaatsbaan. Banns published, but dates not given.

12 Jan.
HENRI BERSLO, junior, j. m., and CATHARINE BAUDIN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

12 Feb.
JACOB BLANCHANT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and MARRETJE HEERMANCE, j. d., born in Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 Feb.
ABRAHAM A. LOUW, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and ELISABET CANTYNE, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

16 Feb.
PETRUS ROU, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in Schantegan [Shandaken], and FRELOF CAREL, j. d., born on Longeiland [Long Island], and resid. in Schantegan [Shandaken]. Banns published, but dates not given.

5 March
JACOBUS GRAHAM, j. m., and SARAH KITTEL, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

13 March
BENJAMIN TURK, j. m., and JANNEKE BURHANS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

17 May
BENJAMIN ROUW, j. m., and MARIA DEFENPORT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

17 May
ISAAC COOL, j. m., and JOHANNA DEFENPORT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

2 June
JOHN VAN VREDENBURG, j. m., and RACHEL FRERE, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

12 July
JOHANNES KROM, junior, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and MARIA KROM, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 July
JOHN HOTLER, j. m., and MARIA POST, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

1 See note 1, page 573.
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10 July
1876  JAN DUMOND, j. m., born in Marmel [Marbletown], and resid. in Bakatakan, and JANNETJE BERRO, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banne published, but dates not given.

26 July
1877  WILLEM DE WAAL, j. m., of Haarlem, in Holland, and resid. in Kingston, and NEELTJE ELTINGE, j. d., born in Kingston, and resid. in Woodstock [Woodstock]. Banne published, but dates not given.

16 Aug.
1878  CORNELIUS BURHANS, j. m., and MARIA TENBROEK, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

23 Aug.
1879  CORNELIUS BEKMAN, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and MARGRITJE BURHANS, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

27 Aug.
1880  HENRIKUS CROOK, j. m., born and resid. in Kingston, and DEBORA KETOR, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banne published, but dates not given.

11 Oct.
1881  HENRIKUS WYNKOOP, j. m., and ARIANTJE LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

15 Oct.
1882  WILLEM DEGRAAF, j. m., and CATHARINA VAN VLIET, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banne published, but dates not given.

2 Nov.
1883  MATHEUS PERSEN, j. m., and CATHARINA WYNKOOP, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

5 Nov.
1884  SALOMON DEGRAAF, j. m., and MARGRITJE SMIT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banne published, but dates not given.

12 Nov.
1885  SAMUEL BURHANS, j. m., and CATHARINA BEER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

27 Nov.
1886  JOHANNES J. VAN WAGENEN, j. m., and JANNETJE KROM, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banne published, but dates not given.

29 Nov.
1887  HENRIKUS ELTINGE, junior, j. m., and CATHARINA BURHANS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

29 Nov.
1888  JONATHAN ELMENDORP, junior, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and MARGRITJE FELTEN, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banne published, but dates not given.

3 Dec.
1889  ABRAHAM MEIER, j. m., and ANNATJE DUBOYS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.
1890 ABRAHAM WOLFEN, j. m., and ANNATJE VAN ETEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

1790

5 Jan.

1891 SAMUEL WELS, and CATHARINA MAKIE, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married by order of the Court.

18 Jan.

1892 JAN FREDERIK SLOTMAN, j. m., born in Duitsland [Germany], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and LENA WITTAKE, widow of JERRI FOLANT, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

31 Jan.

1893 ABRAHAM JONG, j. m., and ANNATJE WENNE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

4 Feb.

1894 HENRIK SCHÖNMAEKER, j. m., and ANNA SABINA WYNKOOP, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

11 Feb.

1895 JOHANNES FELTEN, j. m., and ANNATJE BRINK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

14 Feb.

1896 STEPHANUS MEIER, j. m., and HELENA LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

18 Feb.

1897 JACOBUS VAN ETEN, j. m., and MARIA LANGENDEK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

12 March

1898 JONATHAN MEIER, j. m., and CATHARINE VAN LUWEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

23 March

1899 PETRUS JONG, j. m., and MARIA WINNE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

9 May

1900 PAULUS SAKS, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kats Kill [Catskill], and ANNATJE SNEIDER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

15 May

1901 EDEN HEINS, j. m., born in Greenwich, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA WITTAKE, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

18 May

1902 WESSEL BRADAD, j. m., and ANTJE HARDENBERG, j. d., both parties from under the jurisdiction of Mornel [Marbletown] and Rochester. Date of Banms not given.
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6 June
1903 ABRAHAM NYDER, junior, widower, and SARAH SWART, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

8 June
1904 PETRUS NEWKRIK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and CATHARINA REISLER, born in Rynbek [Rhinbeck], and resid. in Woodstock, [Woodstock]. Banns published, but dates not given.

10 June
1905 JEREMIAH EKERT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and MAREITJE DIJO, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of the Pals [New Palz], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

13 June
1906 PETRUS P. ROOSA, j. m., and RACHEL DELAMAITRE, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

4 July
1907 JOHANNES YORK, j. m., and ANNATJE VAN STEENBERG, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

15 July
1908 CORNELIUS MINKELAER, j. m., and ANATIE LEG, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

18 July
1909 BENJAMIN WITTAKER, j. m., and CATHARINA FELTEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

25 July
1910 EGO VAN HOEVENBERG, j. m., and EVA CONYES, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Sagertjes [Saugerties]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

10 Aug.

15 Sept.
1912 MICHEL LEINS, j. m., born in Deutschland [Germany], and MARIA SCHOTTER, widow of WILLEM DEES, both resid. in Mormil [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

19 Sept.
1913 WILHELMUS REISTLER, j. m., and ANNATJE SNEIDER, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock]. Banns published, but dates not given.

19 Sept.
1914 CORNELIUS KERNER, j. m., and ELSJE KEISER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown]. Banns published, but dates not given.

7 Oct.
1915 DAVID MINKELAER, j. m., and [CATHARINE]? WITTAKER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

7 Oct.
1916 WILLEM KIEFER, j. m., and MARGRITJE MCKIE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

* See note 2, page 627.

* Omitted in the original record, but see Baptism 8992, etc.
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14 Oct.
1917 David Meier, j. m., and Catharine Meier, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

24 Oct.
1918 Willem Frere, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and Jo-comeinte Blanchant, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

24 Oct.
1919 Elias Haasbroek, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. in Woodstock [Woodstock], and Selie Carel, j. d., born on Long Island [Long Island]. Banns published, but dates not given.

7 Nov.
1920 Johannes A. Turk, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and Sarah Brink, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 Nov.

18 Nov.
1922 Petrus Dubois, j. m., and Ballie Post, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

27 Dec.
1923 Abraham Ten Eyk, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and resid. at the Tray [or Trag], and Sarah Elandorp, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.
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13 Jan.
1924 Christian Schryver, widower, born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Rynbek [Rhinebeck], and Annatje Post, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

27 Jan.
1925 David Crispel, j. m., from near Schokin [Shokan],* and Annatje Con-constabel, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banns published, but dates not given.

20 Feb.
1926 John Haasbroek, j. m., and Annatje Swart, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

22 Feb.
1927 Petrus Ostrander, j. m., and Neltje Louis, j. d., both parties born in Dutches [Dutchess] Co., and resid. in Woodstock [Woodstock]. Banns published, but dates not given.

25 Feb.
1928 Abraham Osterhout, j. m., and Margritje Schöenborn, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

* See note 1, page 566.
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25 Feb.

1929  JOHANNIS SCHOENMAKER, j. m., and MARIA MERKEL, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

16 May

1930  DANIEL TREMPER, j. m., born in New York, and resid. in Kingston, and ARIANTJE KIEFER, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

31 May

1931  DAVID SCHAART, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SELLEVE EDWARDS, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Albani [Albany], and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock]. Banms published, but dates not given.

6 Oct.

1932  MATHEUS LEWIS, j. m., and HELENA BUNSCHOTEN, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock]. Banms published, but dates not given.

16 Oct.

1933  STEPHEN GARDNER, j. m., and MAREITJE WELS, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

Nov.

1934  THOMAS VAN GAASBECK, j. m., and MARGRITJE FOLANT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

11 Dec.

1935  ABRAHAM J. LOUW, j. m., and ANNATJE LOUW, both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banms published, but dates not given.

13 Dec.

1936  JOHN TAPPEN, j. m., and SARAH JANSEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.
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5 Jan.

1937  JOHN WYNKOOP, j. m., and MARGRITJE JANSEN, both of Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

8 Jan.

1938  SALOMON ELTINGE, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Niew Pals [New Paltz], and CATHARINE VAN DUUSEN, j. d., born, and both resid., under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

19 Feb.

1939  JACOBUS ELTINGE, j. m., born in Kingston, and REBECCA REISTLIE, j. d., born in Rynbeek [Rhinebeck], and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock]. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

19 Feb.

1940  MARTINUS ELMENDORP, j. m. born and resid. in Kingston, and RACHEL ROOSA, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Banms published, but dates not given.

1 March

1941  ABRAHAM MASTEN, junior, widower, and REBECCA LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston. Date of Banms not given.

1 March

1942  ABRAHAM VAN STEENBERG, j. m., and ELISABET OSTERHOUT, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banms not given.
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1 March

1943 CORNELIUS E. VANKOUREN, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and 
resid. under the jurisdiction of Wookstok [Woodstock], and MARIA BARBARA 
HAMERSLAY, j. d., born under the jurisdiction of Albani [Albany], and resid. in 
Livingston Manor. Date of Banns not given.

4 March

1944 JOHN VANKETTEN, j. m., and MAREITJIE FALKENBURG, j. d., both from under 
the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

15 April

1945 WESLIE SIMONS, j. m., and SARAH TURK, j. d., both of Kingston. Date of 
Banns not given.

5 May

1946 ABRAHAM FEERO, j. m., and RACHIEL MEINERSEN, j. d., both from under the 
jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

20 May

1947 CORNELIUS KOOL, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], 
and ELISABET ELMENDORP, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Banns pub-
lished, but dates not given.

31 May

1948 SIMEON SCHURGER, j. m., and ANNATJE EKERT, j. d., both from under the 
jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

31 May

1949 ADAM J. DOLL, j. m., and CORNELIA TAPPEN, j. d., both of Kingston. Date 
of Banns not given.

8 July

1950 DANIEL BESIMER, j. m., and HANNE TURNER, j. d., both from under the 
jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

12 July

1951 CLEMENT BRANDO, j. m., and NANCIE McKENSIE, j. d., both from under the 
jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 Aug.

1952 HARMANUS CRASWELL, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Dutchess [Dutchess] 
Co., and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and NELTJE TURK, j. d., 
born and resid. in Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

5 Aug.

1953 ELISHA SOUTHWORTH, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Connecticut, and 
resid. in New York, and BLONDINA NIEWERK, j. d., born and resid. under 
the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

16 Aug.

1954 PETRUS FOLANT, j. m., and ELISABET BOGERT, j. d., both from under the 
jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

26 Aug.

1955 PETRUS BURHANS, j. m., and LENA FOLANT, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction 
of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

30 Aug.

1956 JERRI FELTEN, j. m., and MARIETJE BRINK, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction 
of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.
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6 Sept.
1957 HENRIKUS ELTINGE, j. m., and CATHARINA HOFFMAN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

6 Sept.
1958 BENJAMIN ROOSA, j. m., and BALLIE BARD, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock]. Date of Banns not given.

6 Sept.
1959 LEVI DIJO, j. m., and ELISABET ELSWORTH, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

23 Sept.
1960 JONATHAN MEIER, j. m., and ANNATJE MEINDERSE, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

23 Sept.
1961 JOHN BUNSCHEOTE, junior, j. m., and ELISABET ELTINGE, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock]. Date of Banns not given.

11 Oct.
1962 JOHANNES BRINK, j. m., and EVA KAROLE, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

1963 JOSEPH DAVIS, j. m., and SARAH TURK, widow of EDWARD OSTERHOUT, both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

2 Dec.
1964 JOHANNES C. MASTEN, j. m., and BEKIE TAPSON, j. d., both of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

25 Dec.
1965 JAN POST, junior, j. m., and RACHEL LA ROY, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.
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6 Jan.
1966 DANIEL MASH, j. m., and ABBE FURMEN, widow, both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

16 Jan.
1967 FREDERIK WINDWORTH, j. m., and CHRISTINA KOOL, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Woodstock. Banns published, but dates not given.

30 Jan.
1968 JOHN CRISPEL, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and JANNEKE HAASBROEK, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

7 Feb.
1969 PETER MAURUS, j. m., and LEA MARTIN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

21 Feb.
1970 DANIEL OSTERHOUT, j. m., and LENA HENRIKS, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

21 Feb.
1971 SAMUEL BAYLE, j. m., and EGJE HOTLER, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.
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24 Feb.
1793 JOHN E. HAASBROEK, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock], and ELISABET POST, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

28 March
1793 RULOFE KIRRSTEEDT, j. m., and CHRISTINA COKBURN, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

7 April
1794 ELIZA TERPENNING, j. m., and RACHEL EKERT, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

5 May
1795 HENDRIKUS OSTERHOUT, j. m., and GEERTJE WINNE, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

16 May
1796 JACOBUS DUBOYS, widower, and CATHARINA RYKER, widow, both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

13 June
1797 JOHANNES BAKER, j. m., and ELISABET LOUW, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

20 June
1798 CORNELIUS FRANS, j. [m.?], and MARIA SNYDER, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.

23 June
1799 ISAAK ELTING, j. m., and CATHARINA SCHAART, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock]. Banns published, but dates not given.

27 June
1800 ANDREAS NIEWKERT, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and JANNEKE LOUW, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

9 July
1801 ZACHARIAH HOPEN, j. m., born at the Redehoek [Redhook], and SARAH OSTRANDER, j. d., born in Kleyn [Klein] Esopus, and both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock]. Banns published, but dates not given.

14 Oct.
1802 JOHN W. VAN GAASBEK, j. m., and MARIA VAN STEENBERG, j. d., both of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

1803 DAN STOOR, widower, and BALLIE SOUTHVORT, j. d., both of "Connecticut State." Date of Banns not given.

3 Nov.
1804 GERRET NEWKERT, j. m., and MARIA ROOSA, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

3 Nov.
1805 PETRUS PLOEG, j. m., and FENNE RIETER, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

* See note 2, page 627.
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1 Dec.
1986 JOHN OSTERHOUT, j. m., and GERETJE SCHEPMOES, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

10 Dec.
1987 PHILIP MULLER, junior, j. m., and RACHEL SCHAART, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock]. Date of Banns not given.
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15 Jan.
1988 JOHN FRERE, j. m., and RACHEL DEPUY, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Date of Banns not given.

9 Feb.
1989 CALEB MARKET, j. m., and REBECCA ROOSA, both from under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley]. Date of Banns not given.

13 Feb.
1990 JOSIAH KALOG, j. m., and CATHARINA SLEGHT, j. d., both resid. in Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

13 Feb.
1991 JOHN BRYAN, j. m., and NELTJE SPARLING, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Date of Banns not given.

20 Feb.
1992 BENJAMIN MERKEL, j. m., and SARAH HASBROEK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock]. Date of Banns not given.

27 April
1993 ABRAHAM VAN SCHAÎK, j. m., and SELETJE POST, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston. Banns published, but dates not given.¹

13 May
1994 ANTOINE DEVIRIEU, j. m., and RACHEL LEWVERSY, widow, both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

28 May
1995 ANTONI DELAMAITRE, j. m., and CATHARINE HOOGTEELING, both of Kingston.

16 June
1996 CORNELIUS A. ELMENDORF, j. m., and ELISABET SLEGHT, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

16 June
1997 JOHANNES WITTAKER, j. m., and ELISABET MAGEE, both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

17 June
1998 JOHN HASBROECK, widower, and ANNATJE LOUW, j. d., both of Kingston.

8 July
1999 WILLIAM BLA KWEL, j. m., and CHRISTINA DOLL, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

29 July
2000 JAMES SWART, j. m., and LENA WITTAKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

¹ This is the last instance in the Kingston records of the publication or registration of Banns.
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18 Aug.
2001 PETER LOUW, j. m., and ELISABET COENIUS, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

21 Oct.
2002 PETER VAN GAASBEK, j. m., and SARAH DUMONT, j. d., both of Kingston.

21 Oct.
2003 JONATHAN TERPENNING, j. m., and MARGRIT TERPENNING, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

23 Oct.
2004 NATHANAEL REEDER, j. m., and SARAH POST, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

20 Dec.
2005 HEIMAN ROOSA, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and REBECCA SLET, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.
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8 Jan.
2006 JOSUAH DUMOND, j. m., and ELISABET HARTENBERG, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Rochester.

11 Jan.
2007 WILLIAM B. DELAMETER, j. m., and ANNATJJE SLEGHT, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

15 Jan.
2008 JAN VAN AKEN, j. m., and MARIA DEGRAEF, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

25 Jan.
2009 JOHN C. DUROY, j. m., and MARIA SEILANT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

1 Feb.
2010 WILLIAM LANE, j. m., and ANNA LOCKWOOD, j. d., both resid. in Schokan.*

8 Feb.
2011 ABRAHAM D. DELAMETER, j. m., born and resid. in Hurly [Hurley], and ENGELTJE ELMENDORF, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

23 Feb.
2012 WYROOM TAYLOR, j. m., resid. near Freehold,* and JENNE OLIVER, j. d., resid. in Kingston.

27 Feb.
2013 JOHANNIS E. MASTEN, j. m., and RACHEL SCHOFENMAKER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

31 May
2014 BENJAMIN SWART, jr. m., and ANNATJJE MEIER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

2 Oct.
2015 TOBYAS BLAKWELL, j. m., and RACHEL HOOGTEELING, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

4 Oct.
2016 DANIEL HAASBROEK, j. m., and PHEBE CRUFFEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock].

* See note 1, page 566.  * Doubtless Freehold in the town of Greenville, Greene Co., N. Y.
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20 Oct.
2017 JACOB MERKEL, j. m., and SELLEIE HAGENS, j. d., both resid. in Groot Schantakan [Great Shandaken].

20 Oct.
2018 CHARLES VAN DER VOORT, j. m., and ABIGAEL ROGERS, j. d., both resid. in Groot Schantakan [Great Shandaken].

7 Nov.
2019 TIMOTHY T. SMIT, j. m., and SALLY WYNKOOP, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

19 Nov.
2020 DIRK C. WYNKOOP, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and ELISABET SPARLING, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

22 Nov.
2021 DENIS SWART, j. m., and NEITJE MEISNER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

26 Nov.
2022 ABRAHAM TERPENNING, junior, j. m., and ANNETJE BEDFORD, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

17 Dec.
2023 HENRIKUS H. POST, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock], and SARAH DELAMETER, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
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21 Jan.
2024 PETRUS G. OSTRANTER, j. m., and MARIA DELAMETER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

21 Jan.
2025 JACOBUS E. LOUW, j. m., and CATHARINE KOOL, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 Jan.
2026 TOBYAS HAASBROEK, j. m., and JANNEKE EKERT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

28 Jan.
2027 JOHN A. ELMENDORF, junior, j. m., and MAGRITJE FOLANT, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

31 Jan.
2028 JOHN SEILAND, j. m., and RACHEL COOL, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

6 April
2029 JOHN P. BURHANS, j. m., and CATHARINA SCHEPMOES, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

29 April
2030 HENRY DEWITT, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown], and BALLIE VAN DUUSEN, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

22 May
2031 JACOB J. VAN WAGENEN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and MAREITJE DUBOYS, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
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2 June

2032 LOWRENCE GRIFFEN, j. m., and CATHARINA SCHOONMAKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Rochester. Married on the presentation of a certificate.

21 July

2033 EVERT BOGARDUS, widower, and ELISABET HASEBROEK, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

10 Aug.

2034 JOSUAH EKERT, j. m., and ELISABET CONSTABEL, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

23 Aug.

2035 PETRUS GERNRYK, j. m., and CATHARINA OSTRANTER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock].

8 Sept.

2036 WILLIAM WITTAKER, j. m., and CATHARINA HARRET, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

23 Oct.

2037 JOHN TENBROEK, j. m., and NANCE DAILE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

27 Oct.

2038 ABRAHAM ELMENDORF, j. m., and ELISABET MEISENER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

30 Oct.

2039 JONATHAN KROM, j. m., and ANNATJE DEGRAAF, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

30 Oct.

2040 JOSEPH LEDENBURG, j. m., and ARIANTJE ELMENDORF, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

13 Nov.

2041 JOHN J. OSTERHOUT, j. m., and ELISABET OSTERHOUT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

20 Dec.

2042 PETRUS HENRIKS, j. m., and ANNATJE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
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6 March

2043 ABRAHAM J. HAASBROEK, j. m., and LENA JANSON, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

28 Aug.

2044 ABRAHAM SWART, j. m., and JANNEKE ELTINGE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

8 Sept.

2045 NICOLAS JANSEN, widower, resid. in Shawangkon [Shawangunk], and MARGRITTE TENBROEK, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 Sept.

2046 WILLIAM KIEFER, j. m., and MARGRITJE SWART, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

19 Oct.

2047 WILLIAM SWART, widower, and NELTJE VAN BEUREN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
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29 Oct.

2048 JOHN J. VAN STEENBERGEN, j. m., and CATHARINE SCHOENMAKER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

2 Nov.

2049 JOHN P. SLEGHT, j. m., and LENA EKERT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

12 Nov.

2050 WILLIAM SMIT, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Mormel [Marbletown], and BALLIE MORRIS, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley [Hurley].

19 Nov.

2051 CONRAD J. ELMENDORF, j. m., and CATHARINE COBB, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

24 Nov.

2052 GERRIT KIP, j. m., and CLARISSA KIP, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Reinbek [Rheinbeck].

31 Dec.

2053 PETER SPARLING, j. m., and ELISABET FELTEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
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1 Jan.

2054 JOHN DUBOIS, j. m., and ELISABET VAN WAGENEN, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

21 Jan.

2055 ABRAHAM CARLIN, j. m., and SARAH FRERE, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

12 March

2056 LEVI JANSON, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Shawangunk [Shawangunk], and CATHARINE TAPPEN, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

9 June

2057 GEORG JANSEN, j. m., and CORNELIA BRINK, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

26 July

2058 HISKIAH VAN KEUREN, j. m., and SALLY MEIER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

20 Aug.

2059 THOMAS CAROL, j. m., and PEGGY CONKLIN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock].

27 Aug.

2060 JOHN McGREGOR, j. m., resid. in New York, and ANNATJE TREMPER, j. d. resid. in Kingston.

1 Sept.

2061 LEVI VAN KEUREN, j. m., and CATHARINA SWART, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

17 Sept.

2062 RICHARD MONTGOMMERY HAASBOEK, j. m., and BALLIE JOHNSON, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock].

16 Oct.

2063 JACOB FEERO, j. m., and ANNATJE REGTMEIER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
1798 (Continued)

2064 JOHANNES HENRIKS, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Rynbek [Rhinebeck], and ELISABET HENRIKS, resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

2 Nov.

2065 HENRIK TERPENNING, widower, and MARIA LOUW, widow of the late ABRAHAM E. LOUW, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
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3 Jan.

2066 ZACHARIAH HOFFMAN, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Reinbeek [Rhinebeck], and CATHARINE ADDISON, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

14 Jan.

2067 PHILIP VAN KEUREN, j. m., and BETSIE QUINBE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

14 Feb.

2068 WILLIAM SWART, widower, and ARIANTJE VAN GAASBEK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

21 Feb.

2069 ABRAHAM TEIL, j. m., and CATHARINE FRANS, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston.

10 March

2070 TJARIK MEIER, j. m., and REBECCA BRINK, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

26 May

2071 JACOBUS LOUW, j. m., and BALLIE MEIER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

6 Oct.

2072 PETER P. DUMONT, j. m., and ANNATJIE ATKINS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 Nov.

2073 JACOBUS DEGRAAF, j. m., and MARIA LANGJAER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 Nov.

2074 JOHN OSTRANDER, j. m., and NELTJIE ROOSA, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

1 Dec.

2075 LEWIS ANDERSON, j. m., and PEGGE HARRINGTON, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1 Dec.

2076 JACOB EEMAN, j. m., and ELISABET HOOGTEELING, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

9 Dec.

2077 CALVIN PERCE, j. m., resid. in Kingston, and SALLY CAMP, resid. in Windham.¹

22 Dec.

2078 JOHN HENRIKS, j. m., and ANNATJJE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

¹ Doubtless Windham, Greene Co., N. Y., is intended.
1800

5 Jan.
2079 CORNELIUS P. NEWKERK, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and BALLIE ROGGEN, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

18 Feb.
2080 ABRAHAM VREDENBURG, j. m., and ANNA MARIA RICK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.

23 Feb.
2081 JOHN WITTAKER, j. m., and MARIA FOLANT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

8 April
2082 PETER MULLER, j. m., and ELISABET SCHULTES, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock].

13 April
2083 MARTINUS COOL, j. m., and MARIA ECKERT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

15 April
2084 PETER FELTEN, j. m., and RACHEL FELTEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 April
2085 CHRISTOFFEL VAN GAAKBEEK, j. m., and CATHARINE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

22 May
2086 JACOB CROEK, j. m., and BETSY MORRIS, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

13 July
2087 JOHN B. WIEST, j. m., and MARTHA TRAVERS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

18 July
2088 DANIEL WORTHEN, j. m., and MAREITJE DUBOYS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

28 Aug.
2089 SIMON KOEN, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and resid. near Chohan [Shokan],* and SELLIE MCKEFFIE, j. d., born at the Fisch Kill [Fishkill], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock].

28 Aug.
2090 ISAACK BOSCH, j. m., born under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbetown], and resid. in Schokan [Shokan],* and BETSIE MCKEFFIE, j. d., born at the Fisch Kill [Fishkill], and resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock].

23 Sept.
2091 EPHRAIM LOUW, junior, j. m., and DEBORA VAN FLIT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

31 Sept.
2092 GERHARDUS LEWIS, j. m., and FRONIE JERRIE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock [Woodstock].

2 Oct.
2093 PETER OSTERHOUT, j. m., and MARIA JOY, widow of JOHN DAVIS, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

* See note 1, page 566.
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9 Oct.
2094 WILHELMUS FELTEN, j. m., and JANNEKE JOY, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

6 Dec.
2095 JOHN VAN AKEN, j. m., and RACHEL VAN FLIT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

16 Dec.
2096 JOHN BONESTEAL, j. m., and MARIA VAN ETTEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstok [Woodstock].

21 Dec.
2097 FREDERIK BRINK, j. m., and CATHARINE MEIER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1801

1 Jan.
2098 ABRAHAM FELTEN, j. m., and ELISABET JOY, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

25 Jan.
2099 WILLIAM BRINK, j. m., and ARIANTJJE POST, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

10 Feb.
2100 SILVESTER TERPENNING, j. m., and ELISABET TERPENNING, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

19 Feb.
2101 JOHN POST, j. m., and ANNATJE FOLANT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

22 Feb.
2102 JOHANNES TURK, widower, and ELISABET OSTERHOUT, widow of PETER OSTERHOUT, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

22 Feb.
2103 TIMOTHY HUTTON, j. m., resid. in Troy, and ARIANTJJE SMETES, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown].

26 Feb.
2104 WILLIAM VAN FLIT, j. m., and CARLEINTJJE HOOGTEELING, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

8 March
2105 JOHANNIS M. VAN KEUREN, j. m., and ELISABET FOSBURG, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

4 May
2106 ELIAS WILLCOX, j. m., and CATHARINE BOSCH, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown].

4 June
2107 JAMES HAMILTON, j. m., and MARIA VAN KEUREN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

4 July
2108 HENRIKUS TURK, widower, and CATHARINA WITTAKER, widow of JOHANNES FRANS, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
1801 (Continued)

16 Sept.
2109 JAMES ELTING, widower, and MARIANNE VAN VLECK, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1 Nov.
2110 JOHN FOLANT, j. m., and LENA HOOGTEELING, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

15 Nov.
2111 THOMAS JANSEN, j. m., and ANTJE VAN GAASBECK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

22 Nov.
2112 ABRAHAM SCHUT, j. m., and JANNEKE MASTEN, both resid. in Kingston.

6 Dec.
2113 JACOBUS DEGRAEF, widower, and CATHARINA BURGER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

27 Dec.
2114 BENJAMIN JOY, j. m., and ELISABET HOOGTEELING, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1802

10 Feb.
2115 LARENS OSTERHOUT, j. m., and MARGRITJE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

28 Feb.
2116 CORNELIUS VAN BUUREN, j. m., and MARIA KETOR, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1 March
2117 ISAIAK FOSBURG, j. m., and GERTREY MASTEN, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

13 March
2118 HISKIAH HOOGTEELING, j. m., and ALIDA VAN VLIET, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

11 April
2119 PHILIP FOLANT, j. m., and SELLIE SMIT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

2 May
2120 BARENT LEWIS, widower, and REBECCA BOGARDUS, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.

16 July
2121 BENJAMIN TENBROEK, j. m., and ELISABET VAN KEUREN, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

15 Aug.
2122 HENRICK WITTAKER, j. m., and SUSANNA VAN STEENBERGEN, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

19 Aug.
2123 JOSEPH DAVIS, widower, and ANNATJE BURHANS, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

26 Sept.
2124 JOHN WENNE, j. m., and LEA MEIER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
1802 (Continued)

1802

10 Nov.
2125 LENERD TENBROEK, j. m., born in Albany, and resid. at Halfe Maan [Half Moon], and SARAH DOLL, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

26 Dec.
2126 CORNELIUS C. NEWKERCK, j. m., and LENA HARTENBERG, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley [Hurley].

1803

24 Jan.
2127 JOSEPH DOBSON, j. m., and ANN SHIELD, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

25 Jan.
2128 THOMAS HOLLAND, j. m., and ANTJE WITTAKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

30 Jan.
2129 CONRAD CROEK, junior, j. m., and SARAH ELSWORTH, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

19 Feb.
2130 JOHN McLEAN, j. m., and ANNATJE TREMPER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

22 March
2131 JACOB TENBROECK, j. m., and MARGARET WATSON, j. d., of New York.

9 April
2132 HENRIKUS WITTAKER, j. m., and CATHARINA TURCK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

18 April
2133 BENJAMIN WITTAKER, j. m., and HELLETJE MINCKELAR, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

12 May
2134 JAMES COCKBURN, j. m., and ELISABET KIRRSTEEDT, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

11 July
2135 BENJAMIN BURHANS, j. m., and MARIA BURHANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 July
2136 WILLIAM FELTEN, j. m., and ELISABET SWART, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

7 Aug.
2137 ABRAHAM HOMMEL, j. m., and LEA FREER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

7 Aug.
2138 CONRAD C. ELMENDORF, junior, j. m., and MARTHA STUART, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

26 Sept.
2139 WILLIAM HOGGEN, j. m., and BETSIE SIMONS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.

13 Oct.
2140 JACOB E. HEERMANSE, j. m., and ANNATJE DIJO, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley [Hurley].

1 See note 2, page 514.
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22 Oct.
2141 HENRY MAURUS, widower, resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown], and HELENA RAY, widow, resid. in Kingston.

3 Nov.
2142 JACOB ELMENDORF, j. m., resid. at the Roodehoek [Redhook], and GERRITJE ELMENDORF, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

5 [or 15] Nov.
2143 AESSE MOSHER, j. m., and RACHEL BROWN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

27 Nov.
2144 BARNABY SWEENY, j. m., and ELISABET SHIEL, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

1804

15 Jan.
2145 HATTAWAY BOURN, j. m., and MARIA VAN LOUWEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

18 Jan.
2146 CORNELIUS D. KROM, j. m., and MARIA VAN AKEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

25 Jan.
2147 TEUNIS HOOGTEELING, j. m., and BLONDINA ELMENDORF, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

26 Feb.
2148 JOSUAH FEERO, j. m., and JANNEKE FEERO, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

11 March
2149 JOHN T. L. OSTERHOUT, j. m., and ELISABET VAN STEENBERGEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

11 March
2150 JOHN A. LOUW, j. m., and LENA FELTEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

30 March
2151 NICOLAS VAN DER LYN, j. m., and NELJE LOUW, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

20 May
2152 GERRIT VAN WAGENEN, j. m., and ELISABET BOSCH, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown].

6 June
2153 FRANSJE HENRICKS, j. m., and SELLIE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

10 June
2154 CHARLES WILLES, j. m., and ELISABET ROUW, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.

17 June
2155 JACOB SCHOENMAKER, j. m., and ARIANTJE SCHOENMAKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of New Paltz.

30 June
2156 GEORG SCHOENMAKER, j. m., and JENNE VAN LEUWEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
1804 (Continued)

1 July

2157 JOHANNES van AKEN, j. m., and CATHARINE FRANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

5 July

2158 ANDREAS ELMENDORF, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and LENA ELTINGE, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley [Hurley].

9 July

2159 WILLIAM H. DETERICK, j. m., and ELSJE DE MEYER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

15 July

2160 TYARICK HENRICKS, j. m., and EIDA van KEUREN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

17 July

2161 JOHN CHIPP, j. m., and HANNA van STEENBERG, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston.

7 Aug.

2162 JOHN BALICK, j. m., and BALLIE OFFENBACH, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kats Kill [Catskill].

16 Aug.

2163 JACOBUS C. MASTEN, j. m., and CORNELIA WITTAKER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

2 Sept.

2164 BENJAMIN MEIER, j. m., and SELLIE SNEIDER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

2 Sept.

2165 WILHELMUS POST, j. m., and CATHARINE van GAASBECK, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

27 Sept.

2166 JOHN STORRY, j. m., and ANNAJJE McGREGOR, widow of JOHN McGREGOR, both from under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1 Oct.

2167 JACOB KAARL, j. m., and REBECCA JOY, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

20 Oct.

2168 ABRAHAM POST, junior, j. m., and PHOEBE LE ROY, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1 Nov.

2169 HENRY STEWART, j. m., and MARIA FALK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

11 Nov.

2170 JOHN TREMPER, j. m., and CORNELIA POST, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 Nov.

2171 ANTONI FRERE, j. m., and CATHARINE McLEAN, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

25 Nov.

2172 PHILIP FOLANT, j. m., and MARGRITJE PLOEG, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

23 Dec.

2173 ABRAHAM van ETLEN, j. m., and LEA REISDORF, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.
1805

13 Jan.

2174 WILLEM MEIER, j. m., and SARAH MEIER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 Jan.

2175 SAMUEL POST, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and SELETJE VAN VLIET, j. d., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

29 Jan.

2176 BENJAMIN DELAMETER, j. m., and RACHEL SNYDER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

17 Feb.

2177 JAMES OSTERHOUT, junior, j. m., and POLLY HALL, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

12 March

2178 CONRAD E. ELMENDORF, widower, and CATHARINE TREMPER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

31 March

2179 ABRAHAM HENRICKS, j. m., and MARIA OSTERHOUT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

4 April

2180 JACOB TURCK, j. m., and HELLETJE WITTAKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

14 May

2181 DANIEL LUMBERT, j. m., and ANNATJE ELTINGE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.

18 May

2182 PETER BRINCK, widower, and CATHARINE BURHANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 May

2183 ANDREAS WOLFEN, j. m., and ANNATJE OSTERHOUT, widow of JOHN LEG, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

16 June

2184 JOSEPH DELAMETER, j. m., and MARIA DEGRAEF, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

18 June

2185 ANDREW HOMMEL, j. m., and DEBORA DECKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

7 July

2186 HENRY TENBROECK, j. m., and MARGEITJE FELTEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

28 July

2187 JAMES STILES, widower, and MARY BENNER, widow, both resid. in Kingston.

29 July

2188 ISRAËL MOORE, j. m., and CATHARINE VAN WYEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

7 Aug.

2189 ISAACK SWART, j. m., and CATHARINA FRANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

25 Aug.

2190 HENRI SCHULTES, j. m., and ELISABET RICK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.
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7 Oct.
2191 JAMES BARENS, j. m., and MAHELE CARMEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.

13 Oct.
2192 PETER HOTLER, j. m., and EGJE SMIT, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

14 Oct.
2193 WILLIAM WITTAKER, widower, and MARIA MEIER, widow of HENRICK MEIER.

20 Oct.
2194 LEWIS BEVIER, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Warsinck [Wawarsing], and GERRETJE VAN KEUREN, j. d., resid. in Kingston.

9 Nov.
2195 JEREMIAH MEIER, j. m., and RACHEL WITTAKER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

5 Dec.
2196 ISAACK BRINCK, widower, and MARIA FOLANT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1806

31 Jan.
2197 PETER BONESTIEL, j. m., and LENA PRESSIE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.

14 March
2198 EDWARD WITTAKER, j. m., and CATHARINE CONCKLIN, widow of EDWARD WITTAKER, junior, both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

23 March
2199 JOHN BLASS, j. m., and RACHEL LOUW, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

6 April
2200 ROBERT STEPHENS, j. m., and SELLIE KAREL, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

20 April
2201 WILLIAM BRINCK, j. m., and MARIA FRANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

20 April
2202 JOHN SOUCER, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kaatskill [Catskill], and MARIA DE MEIER, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 April
2203 ELISHA BERRI, j. m., and MARIA ELMENDORF, j. d., both from under the jurisdiction of Marmel [Marbletown].

25 May
2204 ANDREW BRINCK, j. m., and MARIA BRINCK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

12 June
2205 CORNELIUS VAN AKEN, j. m., and ANNATJE JOY, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

13 June
2206 PETER VAN DER LYN, j. m., and NANCY AGNES BAUMAN, j. d., born in New York [New York], and both resid. in Kingston.

15 June
2207 SAMUEL KROM, j. m., and JOANNA KROM, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurley [Hurley].
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2208 ANDREW BRINCK, j. m., and ANNA PERSEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   2 Sept.

2209 MICHAEL BLASS, j. m., and MARIA WENNE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Woodstock.
   10 Sept.

2210 GASHOM FINCH, j. m., and ESTHER HILL, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.
   16 Nov.

2211 PETER OSTERHOUT, j. m., and ELISABETH HENRICKS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   16 Nov.

2212 HENRI HAMILTON, j. m., and SARAH KETOR, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston.
   7 Dec.

2213 JOHN KIPP, j. m., and ELISABET TURCK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

1807

2214 ROBERT W. CARRMAN, j. m., and GERTREI BLAS, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   4 Jan.

2215 JOHN J. HOOGTEELING, j. m., and MARGRITJE ELSWORTH, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   25 Jan.

2216 ADIJAH DEWAY, widower, and SUSANNA ELTINGE, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   8 Feb.

2217 LEVI MEIER, j. m., and CHRISTINA RAMSEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   21 Feb.

2218 CORNELIUS TENBROECK, j. m., and ANNATJE KROM, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   12 March

2219 JOHN TENBROECK, widower, and MARGRITJE DELAMETER, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   29 May

2220 JOHN DELAMETER, j. m., and LENA HOTLER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.
   14 June

2221 IGNATIUS FRELIGH, j. m., and JANNEKE FEERO, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   12 Sept.

2222 DAVID PERSEL, j. m., and POLLY LOUW, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
   13 Sept.

2223 PETRUS OSTERHOUT, j. m., and MARGRITJE LOUW, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

2224 PETER OSTERHOUT, j. m., and MAREITJE OSTERHOUT, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
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28 Nov.
2225 MARTIN STANLEY, j. m., resid. in East Harford [Hartford], and CATHARINE VAN GAASBEEK, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

20 Dec.
2226 SAMUEL PHILIPS, j. m., and ELISABET TREMPER, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

23 Dec.
2227 ABRAHAM HEERMANS, junior, j. m., and MAREITJE VAN STEENBERG, j. d.

24 Dec.
2228 HENRY SCHULTES, widower, and HOLEDAY EDWARD, widow of PETER SCHUART.

1808

9 Jan.
2229 EDWARD JONES ELMENDORF, j. m., and SALLY SWART, j. d., both parties born and resid. in Kingston.

28 Jan.
2230 HEIMAN KROM, j. m., and ELSJE HOOGTEELING, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley].

30 Jan.
2231 LUKE KIRSTEEDT, j. m., and JANNETJE MEIER, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

4 Feb.
2232 FRANS POST, j. m., and RACHEL HOOFT, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

6 Feb.
2233 FREDERICK FOOT, j. m., resid. in Delhi, and CHARLOTTE WELLS, j. d., resid. in Kingston.

21 Feb.
2234 HENRY KIPP, j. m., and ELISABET BURHANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

13 March
2235 DANIEL BROADHEAD, j. m., and ELISA MOOR, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

17 April
2236 JACOBUS VAN DER POEL, j. m., born and resid. in Kinderhoeck [Kinderhook], and ANNATJE DOLL, j. d., born and resid. in Kingston.

24 April
2237 RUFUS BREGGS, j. m., and NANCY HAIL, j. d., both resid. in Redhoek [Redhook].

6 May
2238 STANTON WOOD, j. m., and HETTY MASTEN, both resid. in Kingston.

4 July
2239 WILLIAM HOOGTEELING, junior, j. m., and JENNE COLNECK, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

24 July
2240 MATHEIS BLANCHANT, widower, resid. under the jurisdiction of Hurly [Hurley], and JANNEKE MASTEN, widow of ABRAHAM SCHUT, resid. in Kingston.

10 Sept.
2241 ANSON CURTIS, j. m., resid. under the jurisdiction of Rhinebeck [Rhoinebeck], and HANNA PAULE, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
1808 (Continued)

2242 STEPHEN VAN KEUREN, j. m., and CATHARINE MASTEN, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.
2243 WILLIAM RADCLIFF, widower, resid. in Kingston, and HANNAH DUBOYS, widow, resid. near Niew Hurly [New Hurley].
2244 JOHN TENBROECK, j. m., and ANNA MARIA DUMOND, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
2245 SAMUEL MEIER, j. m., and MAREITJE FETEN, j. d., both parties born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
2246 CONRAEDT WIEST, j. m., born and resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston, and ELISABET TERWILLIGER, j. d., resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
2247 ZACHARIAH SCHOENMAEKER, j. m., and CORNELIA MARIUS GROEN, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.
2248 BENJAMIN SCHEPMOES, j. m., and ELISABETH HOOGTEELING, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
2249 JOHN SCHEPMOES, j. m., and ELISABETH BURHANS, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.
2250 MARTINUS A. SNEYDER, j. m., and JACOMEINTJE VAN ETEN, j. d., both resid. under the jurisdiction of Kingston.

Marriages (3) by Domine John Gosman, of Kingston.

15 Dec.
2251 JOHN BEEKMAN, and CATHARINE KEIRSTEAD, both of Kingston.
2252 PETER P. ELMENDORF, and JANE ELMENDORF, both of Hurley.
2253 LEWIS HALE, of Kingston, and CATHARINE MAILMAN, of Woodstock.

1809

Marriages (2) by Domine Doll.

2 Feb.
2254 HENRI VAN YUERIK, j. m., and BELLONIA TERPENING, j. d., both resid. in Klein Esopus.
2255 JAMES TERPENNING, j. m., and BLONDINA SCHRYVER, j. d., both resid. in Klein [Klein] Esopus.

* There are two localities of this name in Ulster Co., one in the town of Shawangunk, and the other in the town of Plattekill.
* See note 2, page 627.
Marriages (2) by Domine Doll.

4 March
2257 ABRAHAM J. BURHANS, j. m., and CATHARINA PLOEG, widow of HENRY PLOEG.

23 April
2258 ANDREW DUBOYS, j. m., and RACHEL CONSTABEL, j. d., both resid. in Kingston.

Marriages (8) by Domine Gosman.

9 May
2259 ABRAHAM A. MASTEN, and GERTRUDE KEIRSTEAD, both of Kingston.

17 May
2260 NATHANIEL REEVES, and SARAH SCOFFEILD, both of Kingston.

19 May
2261 BENJAMIN PARSEL, and ZERUIAH MONNEL, both of Kleyn [Klein] Esopus.\(^1\)
Married in Hurley, at house of Mr. P. Elmendorf. Witnesses, Robert Monnel and John A. Low.

26 June
2262 ABRAHAM PIT, of Poughkeepsie, and MARY STEVENS, of Kingston.

21 Aug.
2263 DERICK DUBOIS, and EVELINA SUYLAND, both of Hurley.
[Date of marriage not given]

2264 CHRISTOPHER TAPPEN, junior, and CORNELIA KIERSTED, both of Kingston.
[Date of marriage not given]

2265 ZACHARIAH OSTERHOUT, and JANE SMITH, both of Kingston.

30 Nov.
2266 SEVERYN BRUYN, Esq., and CATHARINE HASBROUCK, both of Kingston.

\(^1\) See note 2, page 627.